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Hello State of Nevada DHCFP-

At the upcoming September 23, 2021 annual review meeting, we see on the agenda that 
anti-hypoglycemics class of drugs is to be reviewed with no changes.  We would like to 
request 3 minutes for oral testimony on Zegalogue (dasiglucagon), our glucagon analog 
which was FDA approved earlier this year in March 2021.  Please see attached our written 
testimony and AMCP dossier for Zegalogue.  We have not been able to find specific 
information on how to register to provide oral testimony during the Sept 23rd meeting. 
Please contact Jean Ritter, National Account Director for Zealand Pharma, with instructions 
on how to register for oral testimony.  Her email address is jritter@zealandpharma.com, 
and her cell phone is (602) 312-3243. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Medical Information 
Zealand Pharma U.S., Inc. 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


1.1 CLINICAL BENEFITS 


1.1.1 Unmet Medical Need 


Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients using insulin are at risk of 


severe hypoglycemia (SH).1 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that there 


are 1.4 million adults and 187,000 children with T1DM in the US; of the 25 million people with T2DM, an 


estimated 29% use insulin.2,3 SH is characterized by very low blood glucose values (< 54 mg/dl) 


accompanied by impaired awareness of hypoglycemia and altered levels of consciousness/alertness 


(neuroglycopenia). These events occur due to a combination of excess insulin and impaired 


counterregulatory hormone responses.4–8 During severe cases of hypoglycemia, patients can become 


confused or unconscious and are at increased risk of severe negative health outcomes (e.g., seizure, 


coma or death).1,9 SH requires immediate treatment with sugar or glucagon to normalize blood glucose 


levels and ensure a rapid recovery.1  


The American Diabetes Association (ADA) treatment guidelines recommend prescribing glucagon to all 


individuals at increased risk of Level 2 hypoglycemia, defined as blood glucose <54 mg/dL (<3.0 


mmol/L).1 In the event of SH, the individual may be unable to administer the glucagon treatment 


themselves. Therefore, caregivers, school personnel, or family members are advised to learn where 


glucagon treatment is stored and when and how to administer it.1  


Despite the recommendations from ADA, glucagon rescue treatment for hypoglycemia in people with 


diabetes continues to be under-prescribed and underutilized.10,11,12 Only 24-28% of physicians prescribe 


glucagon to their T1DM patients. Furthermore, among T1DM and T2DM patients who have received an 


initial insulin prescription, only about 50% of T1DM patients and 2.4% of T2DM patients fill their 


glucagon prescriptions.13,12 Prescription fill rates are low even among diabetes patients with previous 


hypoglycemia-related emergency room visits.13 The complexity of the multistep reconstitution process 


of the traditional lyophilized glucagon emergency kits may be a contributing factor to the 


underutilization of glucagon rescue treatment during a severe hypoglycemic event (SHE).8,14  


Zegalogue® (dasiglucagon) is a novel glucagon analog available in an autoinjector or prefilled syringe 


that does not require reconstitution prior to administration. Zegalogue® has improved aqueous stability 


and solubility over native glucagon.15  


Zegalogue® can be stored in a refrigerator between 36°F to 46°F (2°C to 8°C). Zegalogue® can also be 


stored at room temperature between 68°F to 77°F (20°C to 25°C) for up to 12 months.15   


1.1.2 Indications and Product Description 


Zegalogue® is an anti-hypoglycemic agent indicated for treatment of severe hypoglycemia (SH) in 


diabetes patients aged 6 years and above.15 The active ingredient in Zegalogue® is a glucagon analog 


(dasiglucagon), and like native glucagon, serves as a counter-regulatory hormone to insulin. Zegalogue® 


is available as a ready-to-use single-dose autoinjector or single-dose prefilled syringe. Zegalogue® is an 
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FDA-approved rescue treatment for SH that is not limited to administration by health care 


professionals.15  


1.1.3 Efficacy and Effectiveness 


Zegalogue® has been studied across five Phase 3 trials, including three pivotal trials that assessed 


Zegalogue® efficacy via measurement of the same efficacy endpoints: time to plasma glucose (PG) 


recovery, patients with PG recovery at 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes, and change in PG at 10, 15, 20 and 30 


minutes.17,18,19,20,21 PG recovery was defined as the first increase in PG of ≥20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) from 


baseline without administration of rescue IV glucose. The first Zegalogue® adult pivotal trial and the 


Zegalogue® pediatric trial compared Zegalogue® efficacy against a placebo comparator arm, and 


included a reference arm with injectable glucagon product, GlucaGen®.19,21  The second adult pivotal trial 


compared the efficacy of Zegalogue® against placebo.20  


Median time to PG recovery for Zegalogue® was 10 minutes across all three pivotal trials. Median time 


to recovery (TTR) was also 10 minutes for adult patients on injectable glucagon (GlucaGen®) and 35-40 


minutes for adult placebo patients.19,20 While other products have not measured TTR using the same 


definition as Zegalogue®, Baqsimi® and Gvoke® have used similar, yet less conservative, definitions and 


have demonstrated a mean TTR for adult patients of 11.6-15.9 minutes and 13.8 minutes respectively. 


Cross-product TTR definitions are defined thoroughly in Section 3.3 of the dossier. The consistent, low 


median TTR of 10 minutes for Zegalogue® is particularly notable considering that TTR does not include 


time to prepare and administer the glucagon product. 


The percentage of adult patients recovered at 10 minutes across the three trials was 62-65% for 


Zegalogue®, as compared to 49% for GlucaGen® users and 0% for placebo patients. The percentage of 


pediatric patients recovered in 10 minutes was 65% for Zegalogue®, 60% for GlucaGen® patients, and 


0% for placebo patients. The mean change in PG from baseline at 10 minutes was 23.9-27.2 mg/dL for 


Zegalogue®, 20.4-22.0 mg/dL for the GlucaGen®, and -3.4-0.6 mg/dL for placebo. Zegalogue® 


significantly outperformed the placebo arm at 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes (p<0.01 in all scenarios). All 


pivotal trials assessed PG recovery under successful administration conditions.  


1.1.4 Safety and tolerability 


In the three pivotal trials with Zegalogue®, the most common adverse events (those that occurred in 


≥2% of patients and occurred more frequently for Zegalogue® as compared to placebo) were nausea, 


vomiting, headache, diarrhea and injection site pain.2 Diarrhea only occurred amongst adult, not 


pediatric patients. Nausea, vomiting and headache are well described adverse events and common 


across glucagon products.23,24,16,25,19,20  In the adult pivotal trials, 71-80% of patients using Zegalogue® 


experienced a treatment-emergent adverse event (TEAE), 74% of patients using injectable glucagon 


experienced a TEAE, and 30-33% of adults in the placebo group experienced a TEAE.19,21 In the pediatric 


pivotal trial, 75% of patients using Zegalogue® experienced TEAEs, versus 90% of patients using 


injectable glucagon and 64% of patients on placebo.20  
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1.2 ECONOMIC BENEFITS 


1.2.1 Proposed Cost 


The proposed cost of Zegalogue® is $309 per unit. 


1.2.2 Cost-Effectiveness 


Costs related to treatments of severe hypoglycemic events (SHEs) have been illustrated in existing 


budget impact models that provide cost comparisons between treatments, but key aspects of the care 


pathway were overlooked, including successful treatment administration and probability of PG recovery. 


While existing budget impact models have demonstrated cost savings for Gvoke® and for Baqsimi® as 


compared to available glucagon products, no evidence previously assessed the budget impact of 


Zegalogue® as compared to Gvoke® or Baqsimi®.26,27 To address this, a new budget impact model (BIM) 


was created to illustrate the difference in costs of care associated with treatment with the Zegalogue® 


to standard of care (SOC) treatments including Gvoke®, Baqsimi®, and reconstituted glucagon, as well as 


no rescue treatment. A clinical decision tree was developed to simulate possible patient pathways to 


consider all aspects of care from initial treatment at SHE onset to emergency medical services (EMS) and 


hospital care, including administration and PG recovery. Probabilities of successful administration, PG 


recovery at 15 minutes, EMS services, emergency room (ER) and hospital inpatient care were estimated 


by reviewing published literature. Note that the FDA-approved labeling for all glucagon rescue products 


direct users to call EMS after each administration. Costs for treatments are estimated based on current 


wholesale acquisition costs, while EMS, ER and inpatient care were estimated from a review of peer-


reviewed literature, relevant fee schedules and claims data specific to treatment of SHE. The framework, 


probability, and cost inputs together provide a comparison of healthcare costs for patients treated for 


SHE with Zegalogue® to other available treatment options. Results, including total costs, costs per 


member per month (PMPM) and costs per member per year (PMPY), demonstrate the reduced 


healthcare burden that may result from the ease of administration and faster PG recovery provided by 


Zegalogue®. 


The model demonstrates that the higher administration and recovery success rates of treatment with 


Zegalogue® could lead to a reduced need for healthcare utilization, including emergency medical 


services, emergency room, and inpatient care as compared to Gvoke®, Baqsimi®, reconstituted 


glucagon, and no glucagon. Total EMS calls after treatment with Zegalogue® are estimated to be up to 


52% lower than after other treatments, resulting in lower EMS costs, as well as lower total costs for EMS 


transport. Use of Zegalogue® results in lower ER patient volumes and costs ($3.6M) compared to ER 


costs over $4.9M for other glucagon treatments. Lower inpatient volumes lead to estimated total 


inpatient costs around $5.0M for patients treated with Zegalogue®, compared to costs over $6.9M for 


patients receiving other glucagon treatments. The model estimates that for a population of 1,000,000 


covered lives, 12,006 SH events would be anticipated annually, and demonstrates that treatment with 


Zegalogue® could result in a cost reduction of 20% per SH event when compared to Gvoke® and 62% 


when compared to reconstituted glucagon, even when considering the higher cost of treatment ($309) 


compared to those products ($280.80 and $293.05, respectively). 
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1.3 CONCLUSIONS 


Diabetes patients on insulin regimens are at risk of severe hypoglycemic episodes, characterized by 


decreased blood sugar levels and severe potential health outcomes including seizure and death.1,9  


Despite the recommendations from ADA that individuals at increased risk of Level 2 hypoglycemia 


should be prescribed glucagon, glucagon continues to be under-prescribed and underutilized in patients 


with diabetes. 1,10,11,12  


Zegalogue® (dasiglucagon) is a novel glucagon analog available in an autoinjector or prefilled syringe. 


Unlike glucagon products such as GlucaGen® and Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, Zegalogue® does 


not require reconstitution prior to administration. Zegalogue® can be stored in a refrigerator between 


36°F to 46°F (2°C to 8°C). Zegalogue® can also be stored at room temperature between 68°F to 77°F 


(20°C to 25°C) for up to 12 months.15  Zegalogue® is safe , where the most common treatment-emergent 


adverse events for Zegalogue® are nausea and vomiting, similar to other glucagon products.15,19 ,21,24,23 


Zegalogue® offers a short and consistent PG recovery. In all three Zegalogue® pivotal trials, Zegalogue® 


demonstrated a low, consistent, PG recovery of 10 minutes.19,20,21  Zegalogue® has demonstrated a 


mean TTRs of 11.6-15.9 minutes and 13.8 minutes respectively.24,23,28,29 Time to administer Eli Lilly 


Glucagon™ Emergency Kit is lengthened as a result of the product requiring reconstitution, and can take 


2.1 minutes on average.14,30 Delayed time to recovery can result in serious complications due to SHE’s 


time-sensitive nature.31  Zegalogue® also enables improved success rates of full-dose administration as 


compared to reconstituted glucagon options.30 Ultimately, the TTA for Zegalogue® and rate of successful 


administration significantly outperforms the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, while demonstrating a 


consistently low TTR of 10 minutes.19,20,21,30 Zegalogue® may provide favorable budget impact to 


insurance plans by reducing complications of severe hypoglycemia and associated treatment costs. In a 


population of 1,000,000 covered lives with 12,006 SHEs per year, treatment with Zegalogue® is 


estimated to provide a total cost savings of 20% when compared to Gvoke®, and a cost savings of 62% 


when compared to reconstituted glucagon. 
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2 PRODUCT INFORMATION AND DISEASE DESCRIPTION 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


2.1 DISEASE DESCRIPTION 


2.1.1 Disease Overview 


Severe hypoglycemia is characterized by low blood glucose levels (<54 mg/dL) that, if untreated, can 


lead to severe adverse health outcomes. Commonly used treatments to manage T1DM and T2DM 


(insulin and sulfonylurea) lead to an increased risk of severe hypoglycemia  


Diabetes is a chronic disease characterized by elevated blood glucose levels.32 SH often results as a 


complication of diabetes treatment which aims to lower PG levels.32,33 Hypoglycemia is a condition 


where blood glucose levels drop below normal (<70 mg/dL) due to neuroglycopenia and hypersecretion 


of counter-regulatory hormones.1,6,34 Hypoglycemia in healthy individuals results in the release of 


glucagon from pancreatic alpha cells leading to a cascade of events that ultimately normalize PG 


levels.6,34 Specifically, glucagon reaches the liver where it triggers the liver to 1) breakdown glycogen to 


glucose (glycogenolysis); 2) promote glucose synthesis (gluconeogenesis); and 3) inhibit glycogen 


formation (glycogenesis).6,34 The subsequent outcome is the dissemination of glucose into the 


circulatory system returning PG levels to normal.6,34 Figure 2-1 details the regulation of blood glucose 


levels as a result of glucagon and insulin in healthy individuals. 


 


KEY TAKEAWAYS  


• Type 1 diabetes and Type 2 diabetes patients using insulin or sulfonylurea are at an 
increased risk of hypoglycemia, a condition characterized by plasma glucose levels 
of <70 mg/dL. Moderate to severe cases of hypoglycemia (plasma glucose levels <54 
mg/dL) require immediate administration of oral glucose (in those able to take foods 
by mouth), intravenous glucose or glucagon administration to reverse low blood 
glucose levels 


• Glucagon is the recommended treatment for SH among insulin users with diabetes 


• The American Diabetes Association (ADA) treatment guidelines recommend that 
glucagon be prescribed to all individuals at increased risk of moderate 
hypoglycemia, yet glucagon prescription fill rates remain low   


• First generation glucagon products, including the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit 
and GlucaGen®, require reconstitution of dry powder in an aqueous solution prior to 
use. This reconstitution step can be a barrier to administration during SHE  


• Second generation glucagon products that do not require reconstitution include 
Baqsimi® and Gvoke® 


• Zegalogue® (dasiglucagon) is a novel glucagon analog available in a ready-to-use, 
autoinjector or prefilled syringe that does not require reconstitution prior to 
administration 


• Zegalogue® is stable at room temperature and has improved aqueous solubility over 
native glucagon 
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Figure 2-1. Regulation of Blood Glucose Levels by Glucagon and Insulin in Healthy Individuals34 


 


Excessive insulin therapy and compromised glucose counter-regulation can result in severe 


hypoglycemia.6 Impaired alpha cell secretion is common among people with diabetes using insulin or 


sulfonylurea, resulting in a stunted  glucagon counterregulatory response which can ultimately cause a 


decline in glucose levels (hypoglycemia).4–8 When patients are unable to re-balance glucose levels, they 


may require intervention with exogenous glucagon to prevent negative health outcomes associated with 


SH.1  


According to the American Diabetes Association (ADA), there are three classifications of hypoglycemia.1 


While specific reactions vary person-to-person, hypoglycemia typically manifests with autonomic 


symptoms (e.g., hunger, fast heartbeat, sweating) and neuroglycopenic symptoms (e.g., confusion, 


drowsiness).1,10,35 Detailed criteria and clinical presentations based on hypoglycemic classification can be 


found in Table 2-1. 


Table 2-1. Classification of Hypoglycemia, Common Clinical Presentations, and Treatments1,9,10,35  


Severity 
Glycemic 


criteria/description 
Common Clinical 


Presentations 
Treatment Considerations 


Level 1  
(Mild) 


Glucose <70 mg/dL (3.9 
mmol/L) and ≥54 mg/dL 
(3.0 mmol/L) 


Neurogenic: 
palpitations, tremor, 
hunger, sweating, 
anxiety, paresthesia 


Usually symptomatic but can be 
asymptomatic if impaired awareness of 
hypoglycemia (IAH) present 
Requires ingestion of glucose- or 
carbohydrate-containing foods 


Level 2 
(Moderate) 


Glucose <54 mg/dL (3.0 
mmol/L) 


Neuroglycopenic: 
behavioral changes, 
emotional lability, 
difficulty thinking, 
confusion 


Neuroglycopenic symptoms begin; lack 
of symptoms may be  
indicative of IAH 
Requires immediate action to resolve 
the hypoglycemic event 
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Severity 
Glycemic 


criteria/description 
Common Clinical 


Presentations 
Treatment Considerations 


Glucagon should be prescribed for all 
individuals at increased risk of Level 2 
hypoglycemia, so it is available should 
it be needed 


Level 3  
(Severe) 


A severe event 
characterized by altered 
mental and/or physical 
status requiring assistance 
for treatment of 
hypoglycemia 


Severe confusion, 
unconsciousness, 
seizure, coma, death 
Requires assistance 
from another individual 
 


Severe event characterized by altered 
mental and/or physical functioning that 
requires assistance from another person 
for recovery 
 
Reversed by administration of rapid-
acting glucose or glucagon 


 


The PG threshold for mild cases of hypoglycemia is <70 mg/dL to ≥54 mg/dL (Level 1). Neurogenic 


symptoms (e.g., sweating, palpitations, hunger) are common at this stage and hypoglycemia can be 


treated with the ingestion of glucose- or carbohydrate containing foods.1,9,35 Moderate to severe cases 


of hypoglycemia (Level 2 and 3) are characterized by PG levels <54 mg/dL. Common clinical 


presentations for Level 2 can include confusion, coordination problems, irritability.1,9,35 The distinction 


between Level 2 and Level 3 classifications of hypoglycemia are not dependent on specific glucose 


levels, but rather the severity of the symptoms. Inability to identify the symptoms of hypoglycemia and 


respond either through the consumption of glucose-containing food or administration of glucagon 


rescue treatment is a risk factor for SH. Impaired hypoglycemic awareness (IAH) is discussed further in 


Section 2.1.2 Epidemiology and Risk Factors. By the time a hypoglycemic event reaches Level 3 (severe 


hypoglycemia) the person may be experiencing disorienting and debilitating symptoms (e.g., severe 


confusion or unconsciousness). As a result, the treatment of SH requires assistance from another person 


to administer a glucagon or dasiglucagon rescue treatment. 1,9  


2.1.2 Epidemiology and Risk Factors 


In 2018, an estimated 26.9 million people in the U.S. were living with diabetes mellitus.2 Severe 


hypoglycemia (SH) often results as a complication of diabetes treatments which aim to lower PG 


levels.32,33  As a result, all insulin and sulfonylurea-users are at increased risk of severe hypoglycemic 


episodes.32,33 100% of T1DM patients (about 1.6 million U.S. patients) require life-long insulin therapy 


due to autoimmune β-cell destruction leading to absolute insulin deficiency.32,33,2,36 In addition, about 


29.1% (5.7 million)  U.S. T2DM patients use insulin.3,36 Ultimately, this results in over 7 million U.S. 


patients who are at risk of hypoglycemia as a result of insulin regimens, and are therefore candidates for 


glucagon prescription. 32,33,2,36  Hypoglycemia is common among patients with diabetes, with a median 


incidence of 0.39 SH events per person-year for T1DM patients across studies.37 Estimated incidence for 


T2DM patients is 0.80 SH episodes per person-year.38–40 Severe hypoglycemia occurs in T1DM patients 


across all ages and levels of HbA1c, yet patients with high HbA1c (≥ 9%) are at increased risk of severe 


hypoglycemia irrespective of age.41 


Young children is a risk group for SH as they may not be fully able to clearly communicate their needs 


because of less awareness of their signs and symptoms 8,10 Pediatric patients with T1DM have 
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approximately two weekly episodes of symptomatic hypoglycemia.8 SH frequency is highest amongst 


individuals under 6 years old as compared to other T1DM patients under 26 years old (p=0.005).42  


Recurrent SH episodes may lead to impaired awareness of hypoglycemia (IAH), which is characterized by 


a reduced ability to perceive the onset of hypoglycemia symptoms while cognition remains intact, likely 


as a result of attenuation of the sympathoadrenal response.4,43 As such, each successive SHE reduces the 


brain’s ability to recognize and respond to future episodes, increasing risk of experience a severe 


complication and increasing risk of future SHEs be at least 6-fold.4,43 Unrecognized SH episodes may 


progress more severely, thereby resulting in related complications, including seizures, coma, and 


potentially death.31  


Other important risk factors that are associated with an increase in an individual’s risk of SH include 


pregnancy44, health insurance status42,45, and household income.42,45 A detailed list of diabetic and non-


diabetic-specific risk factors can be found below. 


Key non-diabetes-specific risk factors: 


• Black race1,46,47 


• Age: 


o Individuals <6 years old, compared to individuals aged 6-25 years42 


o Risk for hypoglycemic events generally increases with age48,49 


• Cognitive impairment1,47,50,51 


• Less education45 


• Lower household income42,45 


• Lack of health insurance42,45  


• Time of day (i.e., higher nocturnal risk)8,43,52 


• Time of month for low income individuals (last week of each month is associated with higher 


risk, possibly as a result of monthly food budget exhaustion)53  


• Low HbA1c in early pregnancy44 


Key diabetes-specific risk factors: 


• Previous episodes of hypoglycemia10,51 


• Long-standing diabetes duration10,43,45,54 


• Insulin therapy, especially higher daily dose or more complex dosing regimens (e.g., long-acting 


or immediate acting insulin with short-acting insulin)8,43,55 


• Use of human insulin increases overnight SH risk (as compared to long-acting basal insulin 


analogs 


• Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) agonist and thiazolidinedione (TZD) therapy, used in 


combination with sulfonylurea or, for select products, insulin regimens56–60 


• Impaired awareness of hypoglycemia (IAH)1,8,10,31  


• Decreased hepatic glucose production associated with alcohol intake8,43 


• Deficient endogenous insulin secretion and loss of glucagon response to hypoglycemia43 


• Increased insulin sensitivity with aerobic exercise8,43 


• Delayed insulin clearance43 
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Interdependence of diabetes-specific risk factors cause some risk factors to influence others. Frequency 


of hypoglycemic events increases with duration of diabetes, likely because longer-duration diabetes 


causes degradation of endogenous insulin production.43 In turn, increased number of SHE leads to a 


greater likelihood of IAH, which inhibits the brain from properly recognizing future episodes. 43,55 


Ultimately, increased duration of diabetes is tied to compounding risk factors for severe hypoglycemia. 


2.1.3 Societal, Humanistic and Economic Burden 


SH contributes to morbidity and mortality among people with diabetes as well as high economic costs 


associated with ER visits and hospitalizations (costing on average $3.5k to $6.9k per episode) 


Severe hypoglycemia, if left untreated, significantly limits delivery of glucose to the brain which can lead 


to cognitive dysfunction, seizures, coma, and in some cases long-term brain injury, and even death.61  


An estimated one out of every ten deaths among patients with T1DM is caused by hypoglycemia.62 


Nocturnal hypoglycemia can lead to sudden and unexpected death among patients who are insulin-


dependent. Sudden and unexpected death while sleeping occurs in up to 6% of patients with T1DM <40 


years of age.52,63,64 The decline in PG levels during a hypoglycemia event can cause patients to feel woozy 


and result in a loss of balance or cognitive impairment.1,9 Symptoms such as these can result in a 


number of adverse outcomes, such as increased risk for motor-vehicle accidents.65 Results from a 


prospective cohort analysis based on 1,162 participants with T2DM from the Atherosclerosis Risk in 


Communities study found that severe hypoglycemia was associated with a two-fold increase in fall 


risks.66  


Due to the underutilization of existing rescue glucagon treatments, EMS are often called in response to 


SH episodes, resulting in substantial healthcare costs that in some cases could have been avoided by 


timely administration of rescue glucagon.67 A recent study indicated that amongst T1DM and T2DM 


patients who have received an initial insulin prescription, only about 50% of T1DM patients and 2.4% of 


T2DM patients fill their glucagon prescriptions.13 Furthermore, the median time taken to fill the first 


glucagon prescription was 196 days for T1DM patients and 288 days for T2DM patients. The impact of 


differing glucagon treatment options on healthcare costs is explored in the budget impact model in 


Section 4.0 Economic Value and Modeling Report. According to the ADA, hypoglycemia accounts for 


more ER visits than hyperglycemia (elevated blood glucose levels): In the US in 2016, there were 11,000 


more ER visits attributed to hypoglycemia than hyperglycemia.68 The same study estimated that in 2016 


alone, there were about 235,000 ER visits among adults with diabetes where hypoglycemia was the first 


listed diagnosis, followed by diabetes.68 All payer inpatient costs per discharge due to hypoglycemia 


range were estimated at $8,679 in 2020.69 The Medicare average payment per claim for hypoglycemia 


inpatient visits is $8,494.69 Complete explanation regarding SH incidence calculations can be found in the 


budget impact model. 


In addition to the direct medical costs, indirect costs of hypoglycemia (e.g., productivity loss, burdens on 


caregivers) also incur substantial social and economic costs. Based on results from a literature review on 


the economic burden of hypoglycemia in patients with T1DM and T2DM, the indirect costs per episode 


of hypoglycemia (measured in expected productivity loss) was 16-times higher among those with severe 


hypoglycemia compared to those with non-severe hypoglycemia.70 Approximately one in five patients 


do not recover their previous levels of daily activity for an average of 11 days after a SHE.61 The same 
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study also found that one in 10 patients required assistance with daily activities during this period of 


recovery.61 The impact of SHE extends beyond the individual who is directly affected. The cost to 


caregivers during recovery periods, as well as the potential for long-term cognitive impairment among 


patients who experience SHE are additional sources of indirect costs of SH. 


Given the potential for serious and potentially life-threatening adverse effects of hypoglycemia, fear of 


hypoglycemia among diabetes patients can contribute to insulin-avoidance behaviors such as delaying 


initiation of insulin therapy or avoiding adherence to glycemia control targets, impacting quality of life 


and potentially complicated diabetes disease management efforts.71 


2.1.4 Approaches to Treatment 


Mild cases of hypoglycemia can be treated with the consumption of glucose-containing food; more 


severe cases require in-hospital glucagon administration or administration of glucagon emergency kits 


which can be performed outside of a clinical setting 


Treatment considerations for hypoglycemia largely depend on the severity of the hypoglycemic event. 


Glycemic criteria for each level of hypoglycemia are described in Table 2-1. Patients experiencing mild 


cases of hypoglycemia (Level 1) can initiate a return to normal blood glucose levels by consuming 


glucose-containing foods.1,9 Consuming a meal or snack after blood glucose levels normalize can reduce 


the likelihood of a subsequent reoccurrence.9 However, if patients are unaware during onset symptoms 


of hypoglycemia or do not respond fast enough, they are at increased risk of escalating to SH.  


In the event PG levels drop to below 54 mg/dL and the onset of symptoms are more severe (e.g., 


confusion, unconsciousness, seizure) and glucagon/dasiglucagon rescue treatments may be necessary. 


Current guidelines recommend that patients are either treated in-hospital or that glucagon rescue 


treatments be administered by another person.1,9 The ADA recommends that caregivers, school 


personnel, and family members of at-risk patients understand how to administer glucagon rescue 


treatment in the event that they have to administer it during a hypoglycemic event.1 Moreover, the ADA 


recommends prescribing glucagon to all individuals who are at risk of Level 2 hypoglycemia to ensure 


they have access should it be needed. Despite these recommendations, glucagon is prescribed by only 


about one quarter of physicians.12 ADA guidelines are summarized in more detail in Section 5.0 


Additional Supporting Evidence.1  


A published review of EMS records from 2013 to 2015 in one U.S. county (Alameda County, CA) 


estimated that 13.5% of SH events were likely to be resolved with no transport to the ER, while the 


remaining 86.5% resulted in ER transport.67 While most cases of SH are solved in the ER, the proportion 


that lead to inpatient care is substantial. Based on available published literature, the range of ER visits 


due to SH that result in inpatient care is estimated to be between 20% to 27%.72–74 
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2.2 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 


Zegalogue® is a first-in-class glucagon analog for rapid and reliable treatment of severe hypoglycemia 


Complete indication and prescribing information can be found in Appendix Section 6.2: Product 


Prescribing Information. Patient information can be found in Appendix Section 6.3. 


Generic Name: Dasiglucagon 


Brand Name: Zegalogue® 


Therapeutic Class: Endocrine and metabolic agent; Anti-hypoglycemic agent 


Supplied as a ready-to-use single-dose autoinjector or prefilled syringe 


• 0.6 mg / 0.6 mL single-dose autoinjector; package size of 1 or 2 


• 0.6 mg / 0.6 mL single-dose prefilled syringe; package size of 1 or 2 


Zegalogue® (dasiglucagon) is an injectable glucagon analog used to treat severe hypoglycemia in 


pediatric and adult patients with diabetes aged 6 years and above.15 Similar to native glucagon, 


dasiglucagon contains 29 amino acids.15 However, dasiglucagon differs from endogenous glucagon in 


that is has seven amino acid substitutions (Appendix Section 6.2: Product Prescribing Information).15 


These seven amino acid substitutes allow for physical and chemical stability in aqueous media, enabling 


Zegalogue® to be stored in a refrigerator at between 36°F to 46°F (2°C to 8°C) and at room temperature 


between 68°F to 77°F (20°C to 25°C) for up to 12 months.15 Unlike first-generation glucagon rescue 


treatments, Zegalogue® does not require a multistep reconstitution process prior to administration15,16,25 


Furthermore, Zegalogue® comes in a ready-to-use autoinjector which distinguishes Zegalogue® from Eli 


Lilly Glucagon Emergency Kit™ and GlucaGen® by making it easier for patients and caregivers to use 


during SH events.15 Benefits of Zegalogue® and lack of reconstitution necessity are discussed more in 


depth in Section 3.3 Comparator Product Table. Zegalogue® also comes in a prefilled syringe which, 


similar to the autoinjector, can facilitate fast administration and ensure accurate dosing.14,15   


Because HEDIS scores and CMS STAR ratings do not consider use of glucagon or presence of 


hypoglycemia episodes in the included list of quality metrics, the use of Zegalogue® will not impact 


these ratings, nor has it been shown to reduce 30-day readmission rates.75,76  


Zegalogue® is manufactured by Zealand Pharma A/S, a biotechnology company that focuses on the 


discovery and development of peptide-based medicines specifically in metabolic and gastrointestinal 


diseases.77 Zealand Pharma is headquartered in Søborg, Denmark.  


2.2.1 Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics 


The use of Zegalogue® during insulin-induced hypoglycemia results in a dose-dependent increase to 


maximum PG levels and subsequent return toward normal blood glucose levels. Zegalogue® has also 


been shown to increase PG levels at a lower dosage compared to other existing products 


Additional information on pharmacology, pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD), as well as 


details on contraindications and adverse effects can be found in the Prescribing Information in Appendix 


Section 6.2.  
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Results from both Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies indicated that Zegalogue® increases blood glucose levels 


after insulin-induced hypoglycemia.78,79 The Phase 1, first-in-man study, demonstrated a comparable 


increase in PG levels between a single IM dose of Zegalogue® (0.7 mg) and 1.0 mg of injectable 


glucagon.78 The primary endpoints of this study were safety and tolerability with PK and PD measures 


assessed as secondary measurements. The Phase 2 study, in which PK and PD were the primary 


endpoints, evaluated the use of Zegalogue® in a single-center randomized, double-blind clinical trial 


with 58 adults, all of whom had T1DM.79 The Phase 2 study assessed both PK and PD effects of 


Zegalogue® and a comparator glucagon treatment, GlucaGen®. Key inclusion criteria for study 


participants were: use of insulin for ≥12 months, HbA1c <8.5%, body weight between ≥60 and ≤90 kg.79 


Dasiglucagon demonstrated a dose-dependent and rapid increase in PG levels across all assessed doses 


(0.1 mg, 0.3 mg, 0.6 mg, and 1.0 mg).79 Absorption following subcutaneous injection of 0.6 mg of 


Zegalogue® resulted in a mean peak plasma level of 5110 pg/mL (1510 pmol/L).79  Zegalogue® took 


longer to reach mean peak plasma levels compared to GlucaGen® (35 minutes vs. 20 minutes, 


respectively) (Figure 2-1).79  


Figure 2-1. Pharmacokinetics profiles. Mean analyte concentration profiles and after single 


subcutaneous dosing of Zegalogue® and GlucaGen®79 


 


The PD profile of Zegalogue® was characterized by an increase in PG levels during the initial 30 to 60 


minutes after administration, followed by a dose-dependent increase to maximum PG levels and 


subsequent return toward euglycemia.79 An increase in PG levels of ≥20 mg/dL occurred for patients 


across all dose levels (0.1 mg, 0.3 mg, 0.6 mg or 1.0 mg).79 For doses  ≥0.3 mg/dL, the median time to 


reach PG levels ≥20 mg/dL was 9-10 minutes.79 The time to reach maximum PG levels (tmax) increased 


with higher dosing for both Zegalogue® and GlucaGen®. 
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2.2.2 Summary of Comparison with Primary Comparator Products 


Zegalogue® is the only available glucagon analogue for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia 


available in a ready-to-use autoinjector and prefilled syringe 


Zegalogue® is compared to Eli Lilly Glucagon™, GlucaGen®, Baqsimi® and Gvoke® in Table 2-1. The 


comparator products included in the summary table below represent the existing products for the 


treatment of SH. 


The Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit and GlucaGen® are classified first generation injectable glucagon 


rescue kits because they require reconstitution before administration.16,25 These lyophilized glucagon 


products (Glucagon for Injection, Eli Lilly; and GlucaGen®, Novo Nordisk) cannot be stored as an aqueous 


solution and therefore require a multistep reconstitution process of mixing dry power in aqueous 


solution immediately before administration.79 Zegalogue®, Baqsimi®, and Gvoke® are considered second 


generation rescue products as they do not require reconstitution prior to administration. Baqsimi® is 


available in a ready-to-use intranasal spray, and Gvoke® is available as an autoinjector and prefilled 


syringe similar to Zegalogue®.15,23,24 The complexity of the reconstitution process among first-generation 


glucagon kits can be a barrier to timely and accurate dosing when a SHE occur.8,14,80  


Zegalogue® is a glucagon analogue (dasiglucagon) and is not derived from native human glucagon.15 


Compared to Baqsimi® and Gvoke®, Zegalogue® is approved for use among adults at the lowest dosage 


level (0.6 mg vs. 1 mg or 3 mg glucagon).15,16,24,25 While there are no indicated age restrictions for Eli 


Lilly’s Glucagon™ or  GlucaGen®, Baqsimi® and Gvoke® are both approved for use in younger 


populations compared to Zegalogue®.  Zegalogue® should be stored in a refrigerator. Zegalogue® can be 


kept at room temperature between 68°F to 77°F (20°C to 25°C) for up to 12 months and cannot be 


returned to the refrigerator after storing at room temperature.15 Excluding Baqsimi®, all products can be 


stored at room temperature, while Baqsimi® can be stored at up to 86°F.24 There are no meaningful 


differences in drug-drug interaction and contraindication profiles among the compared products (Table 


2-1).  
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Table 2-1. Summary of Comparison with Primary Comparator Products 


 


 
Zegalogue®15 


(0.6 mg) 


Eli Lilly 
Glucagon™ 


Emergency Kit16 
(0.5 or 1 mg) 


GlucaGen® 25 
(0.5 or 1 mg) 


Baqsimi®24 
(3 mg) 


Gvoke® PFS23 
(0.5 or 1 mg) 


Dosing 
Dasiglucagon  
0.6 mg 


Native human 
glucagon 1 mg (0.5 
mg for pediatric 
patients weighing 
<20 kg) 


Native human 
glucagon 1 mg  
(0.5 mg for pediatric 
patients weighing 
<25 kg) 


Native human 
glucagon 3 mg 


Native human 
glucagon 1 mg (0.5 
mg for pediatric 
patients < 45 kg) 


Age Indications Patients ≥ 6 years 
Adults and 
pediatrics 


Adults and 
pediatrics 


Patients ≥ 4 years Patients ≥ 2 years 


Formulation Liquid in AI/PFS 
Powder for 
reconstitution 


Powder for 
reconstitution 


Power for inhalation 
Liquid in AI/PFS (with 
DMSO) 


Administration SC IM, IV, or SC IM, IV, or SC NAS SC 


Drug 
Interactions* 


• Beta-blockers 


• Indomethacin 


• Warfarin 


• Beta-blockers 


• Indomethacin 


• Warfarin 


• Beta-blockers 


• Indomethacin 


• Warfarin 


• Beta-blockers 


• Indomethacin 


• Warfarin 


• Beta-blockers 


• Indomethacin 


• Warfarin 


Contra-
indications 


• Known 
hypersensitivity 
to dasiglucagon 
or to any of the 
excipients 


• Insulinoma 


• Pheochromocyt
oma 


• Known 
hypersensitivity 
to glucagon 


• Insulinoma 


• Pheochromocyt
oma 


• Known 
hypersensitivity 
to glucagon or 
lactose 


• Insulinoma 


• Pheochromocyt
oma 


• Known 
hypersensitivity 
to glucagon or to 
any of the 
excipients 


• Insulinoma 


• Pheochromocyto
ma 


• Known 
hypersensitivity 
to glucagon or to 
any of the 
excipients 


• Insulinoma 


• Pheochromocyto
ma 


Storage Details 


Refrigerator 36°F to 
46°F (2°C to 8°C). 
Room temperature 
68°F to 77°F (20°C 
to 25°C) for up to 12 
months. 
Do not freeze 


Room temperature 
68°F to 77°F (20°C 
to 25°C) 


Room temperature 
68°F to 77°F (20°C 
to 25°C). Prior to 
reconstruction, the 
package can be 
stored up to 24 
months. 


Up to 86°F (30°C) Room temperature 
68°F to 77°F (20°C to 
25°C); excursions 
permitted 15°C to 
30°C (59°F to 86°F). 
Do not refrigerate or 
freeze 


AI = autoinjector; DMSCO = Dimethyl sulfoxide; IM = intramuscular; IV = intravenous; PD = Pharmacodynamics; PK = Pharmacokinetics; SC = 
subcutaneous; SH = severe hypoglycemia 
*Specific drug interactions include Beta-blockers: Transient increase in pulse and blood pressure; Indomethacin: Potential loss of ability to 
raise blood glucose or may produce hypoglycemia; Warfarin: May increase anticoagulant effect of warfarin. Of note, drug interactions that 
were not related to the treatment of SH, but specific to product use as a diagnosis aid in radiological examination have been excluded 
(relevant only for Eli Lilly Glucagon™ and GlucaGen®) 


 


2.2.3 Proposed Cost 


The proposed cost of one unit of Zegalogue® is $309. 
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3 CLINICAL EVIDENCE 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Thus far, four Phase 1/2 clinical trials and five Phase 3 trials have been conducted analyzing over 600 


patients to assess the pharmacokinetics, stability, safety, and efficacy of Zegalogue®. Phase 1 trials 


assessed the proper dose for Zegalogue®, the pharmacokinetics of Zegalogue® when administered 


intravenously (IV) versus subcutaneously (SC), and the safety and efficacy profile of Zegalogue® in 


comparison to placebo, with a reference arm using injectable glucagon (GlucaGen®).78,81,82,79  


 


All five Phase 3 trials were randomized and double blinded, and most assessed PG recovery under 


successful administration conditions.17,18,19,20,21 Three of the five trials compared efficacy of Zegalogue® 


against placebo, and three of the five trials included a GlucaGen® arm.19,20,21 The remaining two Phase 3 


trials assessed immunogenicity of Zegalogue®  and time to recovery across Zegalogue® batches stored 


under different conditions, respectively.17,18 A summary of the pivotal Phase 3 trial data can be found in 


Table 3-2. A detailed summary of the three pivotal Phase 3 efficacy trials can be found in Section 3.1. 


Phase 1 and 2 trials have been excluded from the dossier evidence review, although additional 


information on each trial can be found on ClinicalTrials.gov, using the ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers 


located in Table 3-1. Alternatively, additional information regarding all clinical trials can be provided 


upon written request to Zealand Pharma U.S., Inc. An in-depth synopsis of all Zegalogue® Phase 3 trials 


can be found in Section 3.3, Table 3-4.  


 


Table 3-1. Zegalogue® Phase 1 and 2 ClinicalTrials.gov Identifiers 


Clinical Trial (NCT) # Title of Clinical Trial 


NCT02367053 
Single Ascending Doses of ZP4207 Administered in HV and in T1DM to 
Evaluate Safety, Tolerability PKs and PDs of ZP4207 Compared to a 
Comparator 


NCT02390141 
Multiple Ascending Doses of ZP4207 Administered to HV to Evaluate the 
Safety, Tolerability, PKs and PDs of ZP4207 


KEY TAKEAWAYS  


• In all three pivotal Phase 3 trials, Zegalogue® demonstrated consistent, 10-minute 
median time to recovery, which is numerically similar to existing glucagon products. 


• Time to administration is significantly lower for caregivers administering Zegalogue® as 
compared to the Eli Lilly™ Glucagon Emergency Kit, which require reconstitution prior 
to administration 


• Zegalogue® significantly outperforms placebo in all efficacy outcome measures, 
including time to recovery, percentage of patients recovered at time points from 10-30 
minutes, and mean change in PG from baseline 


• Zegalogue® has a similar safety profile to other injectable glucagon, where nausea and 
vomiting are the most common treatment-emergent adverse events 
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Clinical Trial (NCT) # Title of Clinical Trial 


NCT03735225 
Evaluation of the Safety, Tolerability and Bioavailability of Dasiglucagon 
Following Subcutaneous (SC) Compared to IV Administration 


NCT02660008 
Single Doses of ZP4207 Adm. SC to Hypoglycemic TD1 pt. to Describe the 
PK and PD of ZP4207 as Comp. to Marketed Glucagon 


*PK: Pharmacokinetics, PD: Pharmacodynamics 


 


3.1 STUDY SUMMARIES  


3.1.1 Efficacy  


Zegalogue® demonstrates a consistent median 10-minute recovery time across multiple trials and age 


groups, and significantly outperforms placebo 


The efficacy of Zegalogue® has been studied in three pivotal trials, all three of which have included a 


placebo arm for comparison.19,20,21 Both the first adult pivotal trial and pediatric pivotal trial (which 


examined individuals between 6 and 18 years old) also included an injectable glucagon arm for 


reference (GlucaGen®).19 ,21 The first adult pivotal trial and pediatric pivotal trial were conducted using 


the Zegalogue® prefilled syringe, whereas the second adult pivotal trial was conducted using Zegalogue® 


in the autoinjector.19,20,21 Each of the three studies included the same primary and secondary endpoints, 


where efficacy endpoints included: 1) time to PG recovery, 2) the percentage of individuals with PG 


recovery as of 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes, and 3) mean change in PG from baseline (mg/dL) at 10, 15, 20 


and 30 minutes.19,20,21 Time to PG recovery was defined as the time to first increase in PG of ≥20 mg/dL 


(1.1 mmol/L) from baseline without administration of rescue IV glucose, and recovery is defined as PG 


increase of ≥20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) without administration of rescue IV glucose. Efficacy endpoints 


were analyzed to identify significant differences between Zegalogue® and placebo in each trial. The 


primary endpoint of time to PG recovery (defined as increase in PG of ≥20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) from 


baseline) was chosen following FDA consultation.  


Median time to PG recovery for Zegalogue® was 10 minutes in all three pivotal trials and demonstrated 


consistency across adults and pediatrics. Median time to recovery for GlucaGen® was 10 minutes in 


pediatric patients, but 12 minutes in adults.19,20,21 It is important to note that time to PG recovery does 


not include the time it takes to prepare and administer each product. While Zegalogue® takes 


approximately 30 seconds to administer, GlucaGen® can take up to 3 minutes to administer due to the 


need for reconstitution.14 In all three trials, time to PG recovery was significantly lower for patients using 


Zegalogue® as compared to the placebo arm (p<0.001 in all cases).  


At 10 minutes, 62-65% of individuals using Zegalogue® had recovered in each of the three trials, and 


97%-100% had recovered within 10 minutes. The percentage of patients that had recovered using 


Zegalogue® was significantly greater than in the placebo arm (p<0.01 in all cases). These results 


demonstrate comparable Zegalogue® efficacy for both prefilled syringe and autoinjector modalities. 


Across all three trials, 0% of those in the placebo arm had recovered at 10 minutes, and only 47-55% had 


recovered by 30 minutes. Overall, Zegalogue® demonstrated clear improvement in clinical outcomes as 


compared to placebo and demonstrated efficacy results that are numerically similar to GlucaGen®. 


Figure 3-1 demonstrates mean PG increase over time within the first adult pivotal Zegalogue® trial, 
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further supporting that Zegalogue® PG outcomes are similar to GlucaGen®, but significantly improved 


compared to placebo. A summary of key efficacy endpoints across Zegalogue®, GlucaGen®, and placebo 


within the three pivotal Phase 3 studies can be found in Table 3-2. 


Figure 3-1. Mean Increase in PG from Baseline in Initial Adult Pivotal Phase 3 Zegalogue® Trial 
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Table 3-2. Key Efficacy Results in Pivotal Phase 3 Zegalogue® Trials 


 Zegalogue® (Dasiglucagon) 
Injectable Glucagon 


(GlucaGen®) 
Placebo 


Endpoint 


Adult 
Pivotal 


#119 
(n=82) 


Adult 
Pivotal 


#220 
(n=34) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal21 


(n=20) 


Adult 
Pivotal 


#119 
(n=43) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal21 


(n=10) 


Adult 
Pivotal 


#119 
(n=43) 


Adult 
Pivotal 


#220 
(n=10) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal21 


(n=11) 


Time to PG 
Recovery  
(median) 


10 min. † 10 min. ‡ 10 min. † 12 min. 10 min. 40 min. 35 min. 30 min. 


% of Patients with 
PG Recovery in 10 


minutes 
65%† 62%† 65%† 49% 60% 0% 0% 0% 


% of Patients with 
PG Recovery in 15 


minutes 
99%† 88%‡ 95%‡ 95% 100% 2% 0% 0% 


% of Patients with 
PG Recovery in 20 


minutes 
99%† 94%‡ 100%‡ 98% 100% 14% 10% 18% 


% of Patients with 
PG Recovery in 30 


minutes 
100%† 97%* 100%* 100% 100% 47% 50% 55% 


‡p<0.0001 when compared against placebo within the same trial 
†p<0.001 when compared against placebo within the same trial 


*p<0.01 when compared against placebo within the same trial 


 


3.1.2 Safety  


Zegalogue® demonstrates a similar safety profile to injectable glucagon, where nausea and vomiting 


are the most common treatment-emergent adverse events 


Safety endpoints were captured in the same manner across each of three pivotal trials. Endpoints 


included the total number of treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs), total number of serious 


TEAEs, the total number of drug-related TEAEs, and the most commonly experienced adverse 


events.19,20,21 


Across the adult pivotal trials, 71-80% patients using Zegalogue® experienced a TEAE, 74% of patients 


using injectable glucagon experienced a TEAE, and 30-33% in the placebo arm experienced a TEAE.19,20 


Within the pediatric pivotal trial, the percentage of patients experiencing TEAEs with Zegalogue® 


remained consistent at 75%, whereas number of TEAEs increased with GlucaGen® to 90%, and with 


placebo to 64%.21 This demonstrates that across age groups and multiple clinical trials, Zegalogue® 


demonstrates a consistent and predictable safety profile. No individuals experienced a serious TEAE in 


any arm of the three pivotal trials. The most common adverse events that were deemed to be related to 


Zegalogue® treatment are those that occurred in ≥2% of patients and occurred more frequently for 


Zegalogue® as compared to placebo patients. As such, the most common AEs were nausea, vomiting 


headache, diarrhea and injection site pain.22 Diarrhea only occurred for adult Zegalogue® patients, and 


did not occur in the pediatric trial.  
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A summary of key safety outcomes across Zegalogue® and placebo in the three pivotal trials can be 


found below in Table 3-3. 


Table 3-3. Adverse Reactions Occurring in ≥2% of Patients and Occurring More Frequently than with 


Placebo in Zegalogue® Pivotal Phase 3 Trials for within 12 Hours of Treatment  


 Zegalogue® (Dasiglucagon) Placebo 


Endpoint 
Adult Pivotal 


Trials 22 
(n=116) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal22 
Age 6-11 


(n=8) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal22 


Age 12-17 
(n=12) 


Adult Pivotal 
Trials22 
(n=53) 


Pediatric 
Pivotal22 


(n=11) 


Nausea (%) 57% 25% 92% 4% 0% 


Vomiting (%) 25% 25% 67% 2% 0% 


Headache (%) 11% 0% 17% 4% 0% 


Diarrhea (%) 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 


Injection Site 
Pain (%) 


2%  0% 8% 0% 0% 
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3.2 EVIDENCE TABLE 


An in-depth review of all Phase 3 trials for Zegalogue® can be found in Table 3-4. 


 


Table 3-4. Zegalogue® Phase 3 Trial Summaries 


Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


Immunogenicity Trial 
 


Pieber et al. 202017 
NCT03216226 


Multiple SC 
doses of 


Zegalogue® in 
a prefilled 


syringe (n=57) 
vs. Injectable 


glucagon 
(n=54) 


112* 


Randomized, 
double 
blind, 


prospective 
 


104-day 
follow-up 


period 


Adults ≥18 and ≤75 years  
with T1DM, stable insulin 


treatment ≥1 year and 
HbA1c <10%. Stable anti-
diabetic treatment for at 


least 1 month 
 


Excluded if history of severe 
hypoglycemia in the last 


month prior to screening, or 
use of a systemic beta-


blocker drug, indomethacin, 
warfarin or anticholinergic 


drugs in the previous 28 
days or use of systemic 


corticosteroids, anti-
inflammatory biological 


agents, kinase inhibitors or 
other immune modulating 


agents within the last 3 
months 


Primary: 
Overall anti‐
drug 
antibodies 
incidence 
 
Secondary: 
Evaluation of 
the incidence, 
type, and 
severity of 
AEs 


• Anti-Drug Antibodies Incidence: 0 
patients developed either treatment-
induced, or treatment-boosted ADA  


• TEAEs: 42 (73.7%) for dasiglucagon 43 
(79.6%) for injectable glucagon 


• Serious TEAEs: 1 for dasiglucagon (1.8%) 
(classified as unlikely to be drug related), 
0 for injectable glucagon  


• Drug-related TEAEs: 28 (49.1%) for 
dasiglucagon, 28 (51.9%) for injectable 
glucagon 


• Most Common TEAEs (>10%): 1. Nausea: 
25 (43.9%) for dasiglucagon, 22 (40.7%) 
for injectable glucagon; 2. Vomiting 12 
(21.1%) in dasiglucagon, 7 (13%) in 
injectable glucagon 


• Injection-Site Reactions: 0 for 
dasiglucagon, 6 (11.1%) for injectable 
glucagon  


N/A 


Zegalogue® Bridging Trial 
 


NCT0389569718 


Single SC 
doses of 


Zegalogue® in 
a prefilled 


syringe (0.6 
mg dose) 


(n=90) 


92~ 


Randomized, 
double-
blind, 


prospective 
crossover, 


non-
inferiority 


trial 
28-day 


follow-up 
period 


Adults ≥18 and ≤75 years  
with T1DM, stable insulin 


treatment ≥1 yr and HbA1c 
<10%. Stable insulin 


treatment for at least 30 
days. 


 
Excluded if history of severe 


hypoglycemia in the last 
month prior to screening 


Primary: Time 
to PG 
recovery¶ 
 
Secondary: 
Evaluation of 
the incidence, 
type, and 
severity of 
AEs 


 


• Mean True Time to PG Recovery: 9.2 


(95% CI: 8.9, 9.6) for batch A vs. 9.6 


(95% CI: 9.3, 10.0) for batch B 


• TEAEs: 79 (87.8%) 


• Serious TEAEs: 0 


• Drug-related TEAEs: 74 (82%) 


• Most common drug related TEAEs 


(>10%): Nausea: 72 (80.0%), Vomiting 38 


(42.2%)  


• Injection-Site Reactions: 2 (3.3) 


True Time to 
PG Recovery 


Batch 
Difference: 


Batch B non-
inferior to 


Batch A (95% 
CI: -0.1, 0.9) 
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Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


 


Adult Pivotal Trial #1 with Injectable 
Glucagon Reference Arm 


 
Pieber et al. (Accepted for publication)19 


NCT03378635 


Single SC 
doses of 


Zegalogue® in 
a prefilled 


syringe (0.6 
mg) (n=82), 
injectable 


glucagon (1.0 
mg) (n=43), 
and placebo 
(n=43) after 


insulin-
induced 


hypoglycemia 


170† 


Randomized, 
double 
blind, 


prospective 
 


28-day 
follow-up 


period 


Adults ≥18 and ≤75 years  
with T1DM, stable insulin 


treatment ≥1 yr and HbA1c 
<10%. 


 
Excluded if history of severe 


hypoglycemia in the last 
month prior to screening, or 


if use of a systemic beta-
blocker drug, indomethacin, 
warfarin, or anticholinergic 


drugs in the previous 28 
days 


Primary: Time 
to PG 
recovery 
 
Secondary:  


• PG 
recovery 


• PG change 
from 
baseline 


• Evaluation 
of the 
incidence, 
type, and 
severity of 
AEs 


• Median Observed Time to PG Recovery: 
10 minutes for dasiglucagon (95% CI: 
10, 10) vs. 12 minutes for injectable 
glucagon (95% CI: 10, 12) and 40 
minutes for placebo (95% CI: 30, 40) 


• % of Patients Recovered within 10 
minutes: 65% for dasiglucagon, 49% for 
injectable glucagon, and 0% for placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 15 
minutes: 99% for dasiglucagon, 95% for 
injectable glucagon, and 2% for placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 20 
minutes: 99% for dasiglucagon, 98% for 
injectable glucagon, and 14% for 
placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 30 
minutes: 100% for dasiglucagon, 100% 
for injectable glucagon, and 47% for 
placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 10 
minutes: 23.9 mg/dL for dasiglucagon, 
22.0 mg/dL for injectable glucagon, -0.1 
mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 15 
minutes: 43.5 mg/dL for dasiglucagon, 
44.1 mg/dL for injectable glucagon, 5.1 
mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 20 
minutes: 59.8 mg/dL for dasiglucagon, 
58.3 mg/dL for injectable glucagon, 8.7 
mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 30 
minutes: 90.9 mg/dL for dasiglucagon, 
88.5 mg/dL for injectable glucagon, 19.1 
mg/dL for placebo 


For all 
efficacy 
results, 
p<0.001 


when 
comparing 


dasiglucagon 
to placebo 
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Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


• All TEAEs: 66 (80.0%) for dasiglucagon, 
vs. 32 (74.0%) for injectable glucagon, 
and 14 (33.0%) for placebo 


• Serious TEAEs: 0 across all three arms 


• Drug-related TEAEs: 52 (63.0%) for 
dasiglucagon vs. 27 (63.0%) for 
injectable glucagon, and 3 (7.0%) for 
placebo 


• Most Common TEAEs (>10%): 
o 1. Nausea: 45 (55.0%) for 


dasiglucagon, 23 (53.0%) for 
injectable glucagon, 1 (2.0%) in 
placebo 


o 2. Hypoglycemia: 23 (28.0%) in 
dasiglucagon, 9 (21.0%) in 
injectable glucagon, 5 (12.0%) in 
placebo  


o 3. Vomiting: 19 (23.0%) in 
dasiglucagon, 9 (21.0%) in the 
injectable glucagon, 1 (2.0%) in 
placebo  


o 4. Headache: 8 (10.0%) in 
dasiglucagon, 4 (9.0%) in 
injectable glucagon, 1 (2.0%) in 
placebo 


Adult Pivotal Trial #2 
 


Bailey et al. 202020 
NCT03688711 


Single SC 
doses of 


Zegalogue® in 
a single-dose 
auto-injector 


(0.6 mg) 
(n=34) vs 
placebo 


(n=10) after 
insulin-
induced 


hypoglycemia 


45‡ 


Randomized, 
double 
blind, 


prospective 


Adults ≥18 and ≤75 years  
with T1DM, stable insulin 


treatment ≥1 yr and HbA1c 
<10%. 


 


Primary: Time 
to PG 
recovery 
 
Secondary:  


• PG 
recovery 


• PG change 
from 
baseline 


• Evaluation 
of the 
incidence, 


• Median Observed Time to PG 
Recovery: 10 minutes for dasiglucagon 
(95% CI: 8, 12) vs. 35 minutes for 
placebo (95% CI: 20, not estimable**) 


• % of Patients Recovered within 10 
minutes: 62% for dasiglucagon vs. 0% 
for placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 15 
minutes: 88% for dasiglucagon vs. 0% 
for placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 20 
minutes: 94% for dasiglucagon vs. 10% 
for placebo 


For all 
efficacy 


results, p 
<0.0001 


when 
comparing 


dasiglucagon 
to placebo, 


except: 
 


% of patients 
recovered 
within 10 
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Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


type, and 
severity of 
AEs 


• % of Patients Recovered within 30 
minutes: 97% for dasiglucagon vs. 50% 
for placebo. One individual on 
dasiglucagon was not considered to 
have recovered in 30 minutes and was 
disqualified as this individual received 
rescue treatment at the same time as a 
plasma glucose sample was drawn (10 
minutes after dasiglucagon product 
trial administration). The individual 
presented with an increase of 20 
mg/dL 10 minutes after dasiglucagon 
administration  


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 10 
minutes: 24.5 mg/dL for dasiglucagon 
vs. 0.6 mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 15 
minutes: 41.6 mg/dL for dasiglucagon 
vs. 5.3 mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 20 
minutes: 53.0 mg/dL for dasiglucagon 
vs. 10.0 mg/dL for placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 30 
minutes: 85.2 mg/dL for dasiglucagon 
vs. 15.6 mg/dL for placebo 


• All TEAEs: 24 (70.6%) for dasiglucagon, 
vs. 3 (30.0%) for placebo 


• Serious TEAEs: 0 across both arms 


• Drug-related TEAEs: 21 (61.8%) for 
dasiglucagon vs. 1 (10%) for placebo 


• Most Common TEAEs (>10%): 
o 1. Nausea: 21 (61.8%) for 


dasiglucagon, 1 (10.0%) for 
placebo 


o 2. Vomiting: 10 (29.4%) in 
dasiglucagon, 0 in the placebo 


o 3. Hypoglycemia: 6 (17.6%) in 
dasiglucagon, 2 (20.0%) 


minutes 
(p=0.0006) 


and 
recovered 
within 30 
minutes 


(p=0.0012)  
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Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


o 4. Headache: 3 (8.8%) in 
dasiglucagon, 0 in the placebo  


Pediatric Pivotal Trial 
 


Battelino et al. 202021 NCT03667053 


Single SC dose 
of Zegalogue® 
in a prefilled 
syringe (0.6 
mg) (n=20) 


with placebo 
(n=11) and 
injectable 


glucagon (1.0 
mg) (n=10) in 


pediatric 
patients after 


insulin-
induced 


hypoglycemia 


42§ 


Randomized, 
double 
blind, 


prospective 


Children ≥6 and <18 years  
with T1DM, stable insulin 


treatment ≥1 yr, and with a 
body weight ≥20 kg 


Primary: Time 
to PG 
recovery 
 
Secondary:  


• PG 
recovery 


• PG change 
from 
baseline 


• Evaluation 
of the 
incidence, 
type, and 
severity of 
AEs 


• Median Observed Time to PG 
Recovery: 10 minutes for dasiglucagon 
(95% CI: 8, 12) vs. 10 minutes for 
injectable glucagon (95% CI: 8, 12) and 
30 minutes for placebo (95% CI: 20, 
not estimable**) 


• % of Patients Recovered within 10 
minutes: 65% for dasiglucagon, 60% 
for injectable glucagon, and 0% for 
placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 15 
minutes: 95% for dasiglucagon, 100% 
for injectable glucagon, and 0% for 
placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 20 
minutes: 100% for dasiglucagon, 100% 
for injectable glucagon, and 18% for 
placebo 


• % of Patients Recovered within 30 
minutes: 100% for dasiglucagon, 100% 
for injectable glucagon, and 55% for 
placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 
10 minutes: 27.2 mg/dL for 
dasiglucagon, 20.4 mg/dL for 
injectable glucagon, -3.4 mg/dL for 
placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 
15 minutes: 45.4 mg/dL for 
dasiglucagon, 40.3 mg/dL for 
injectable glucagon, 1.2 mg/dL for 
placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 
20 minutes: 65.4 mg/dL for 
dasiglucagon, 57.5 mg/dL for 


For all 
efficacy 


results, p 
<0.0001 


when 
comparing 


dasiglucagon 
to placebo, 


except: 
 


% of patients 
recovered 
within 10 
minutes 


(p=0.0005) 
and 


recovered 
within 30 
minutes 


(p=0.0073) 
 


Median 
Observed 


Time to PG 
Recovery 
(p<0.001) 
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Study and Reference 
Treatments 
(n treated) 


Sample Size 
(number 


randomized) 


Design and 
Follow-Up 


Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria 


Endpoints Results Statistical 
Significance 


injectable glucagon, 7.5 mg/dL for 
placebo 


• Mean Change in PG from Baseline at 
30 minutes: 98.2 mg/dL for 
dasiglucagon, 84.4 mg/dL for 
injectable glucagon, 17.3 mg/dL for 
placebo 


• All TEAEs: 15 (75.0%) for dasiglucagon, 
vs. 9 (90%) for injectable glucagon, 
and 7 (63.6%) for placebo 


• Serious TEAEs: 0 in all arms 


• Drug-related TEAEs: 14 (70.0%) for 
dasiglucagon vs. 6 (60%) for injectable 
glucagon, and 1 (9.1%) for placebo 


• Most Common TEAEs (>10%): 
o 1. Nausea: 13 (65.0%) for 


dasiglucagon, 3 (30.0%) for 
injectable glucagon, 0 in placebo 


o 2. Vomiting: 10 (50.0%) in 
dasiglucagon, 3 (30.0%) in the 
injectable glucagon, 0 in placebo  


o 3. Hypoglycemia: 2 (10.0%) in 
dasiglucagon, 1 (10.0%) in 
injectable glucagon, 4 (36.4%) in 
placebo 


*112 patients were randomized; 111 patients received at least 1 dose of investigational product and completed at least 1 follow-up visit (FAS); 102 patients completed all 3 doses. 
**Upper bound of confidence interval not estimable due to right-censoring of data 
~ 92 patients were randomized 1:1 to the 2 treatment sequences, 90 patients received at least one dose of investigational product, of which 84 patients completed both treatments. 
†170 patients with T1DM were randomized; 168 patients were treated. 
‡45 patients with T1DM were randomized; 1 participant was randomized but withdrew prior to trial treatment. 
§42 patients were randomized; 1 patient withdrew after randomization but before treatment 
¶Defined as 1st increase in PG of ≥20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) from baseline, without administration of rescue IV glucose 
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3.3 COMPARATOR VIEW: TOTAL ADMINISTRATION AND RECOVERY TIME 


While the time to recovery of Zegalogue® has not been compared against any glucagon products in 


head-to-head trials, TTR and time of administration of other currently available glucagon products can 


be assessed to identify potential differences in TTR and total time to administration (TTA) trends. A 


summary of the TTR and TTA indicated for each existing glucagon product and Zegalogue® can be found 


in Figure 3-1. 


In comparison to existing glucagon products, Zegalogue® has a competitive and consistently shorter 


time to recovery, particularly when considering time to administration  


Study designs across glucagon products vary and define time to recovery (or time to success) in slightly 
different ways. Across TTR definitions, Zegalogue® has the most conservative definition: 


• Zegalogue® TTR is defined as first increase in blood glucose of ≥20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) from baseline 
without administration of rescue IV glucose.  


• Gvoke® TTR is defined as an increase of blood glucose by ≥20 mg/dL from baseline or blood glucose 
≥70 mg/dL.23  


• Baqsimi® TTR is defined as either an increase in glucose of ≥70 mg/dL or an increase of ≥20 mg/dL 
from the nadir (within 30 minutes after receiving glucagon). Nadir is defined as the minimum 
glucose measurement within the first 10 minutes following glucagon administration.24,83 


Competitor products allow TTR to also include patients who reach blood glucose ≥70 mg/dL. This opens 
for the possibility that not all patients had reached a ≥20 mg/dl increase in blood glucose, before 
reaching the ≥70 mg/dL acceptance criteria.  


In addition, Baqsimi® allowed treatment success of ≥20 mg/dL to be calculated from nadir blood glucose 


(lowest measured blood glucose value within the first 10 minutes from treatment administration). As 


blood glucose values typically continue to decline following initial administration of Baqsimi® (as the 


product first has to be absorbed in the anterior nasal mucosa),83 the lowest blood glucose that a patient 


experienced during glucagon treatment typically occurred in the initial minutes after treatment. Thus, 


TTR calculated from time of treatment would in effect be less than 20 mg/dL. 


Figure 3-1 summarizes TTR for adult patients across glucagon products, indicated by the blue bar for 


each product. Median TTR (mean TTR not available) for Zegalogue® was 10 minutes across both adult 


pivotal trials.19 ,21 Mean Gvoke® TTR has been previously calculated as 13.8 minutes.23 Mean Baqsimi® 


TTR has been calculated across two trials, where average TTR was 11.4 minutes in one study, and 15.9 


minutes in another study, for a cross-study mean TTR of 13.7 minutes.24,28,29 Baqsimi® prescribing 


information reports time to success as 11.6-15.9 minutes.24 The original study reports 11.4 minutes.28 As 


such, 11.4 minutes has been used in this report, which is the more conservative TTR. GlucaGen® TTR has 


been measured in Zegalogue® and Baqsimi® trials, although the figure below uses the median TTR for 


GlucaGen® from the corresponding Zegalogue® adult pivotal trial in an effort to keep cross-product TTRs 


as directly comparable to Zegalogue® as possible.19 If GlucaGen® mean TTR results were included from 


the Baqsimi® trials, mean TTR would be 11.0 instead of 10 minutes, indicating that the mean in Figure 3-


1 is more conservative.19,21 For the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, time to onset as listed in the 


prescribing information (PI) has been included, as TTR has not been measured.16 Time to onset is not 
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defined. The Product Information lists time to onset of action as 8-10 min for a 1 mg dose. The average 


(9 min) has been provided in Figure 3-1. 


While Zegalogue® provides a consistent and rapid TTR when considered alongside existing glucagon 


products, it is also important to note that product recovery times do not include time to administration 


(TTA) . 23,24,15,25 Figure 3-1 summarizes the mean TTAs (or estimated mean TTAs) for all products amongst 


caregiver participants. Two studies have assessed the TTA for glucagon products in emergency 


simulation situations. One of these studies compared TTA in a head-to-head trial between Zegalogue® 


and the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, while the other assesses time to administration in a head-to-


head trial comparing the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit and Baqsimi®.14,30 Figure 3-1 provides the 


published mean TTAs for Zegalogue® and Baqsimi®, and the cross-study average of mean TTAs for the Eli 


Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit.14,30 The TTA of Gvoke® has not been calculated in published studies. 


Figure 3-1 assumes that Gvoke® has the same time to administration as Zegalogue® because both 


products use a similar autoinjector administration method. GlucaGen® time to administration has not 


been calculated in published studies. Figure 3-1 assumes that GlucaGen® has the same time to 


administration as the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit because both products use the same method of 


administration and require reconstitution. TTA is highest for the GlucaGen® and Eli Lilly Glucagon™ 


Emergency Kit, likely because these first-generation needle-based glucagon rescue kits require 


reconstitution of the product prior to use. Zegalogue® mean TTA has only been directly compared to the 


Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit; the results demonstrated a significantly shorter TTA for caregivers 


who used Zegalogue® (p=0.0017).30 


Figure 3-1. Combined Prep/Adm Time and Time to PG Recovery Across Comparator  


Products14,19,21,24,23,30,28,29 
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TTA and TTR also do not consider the rate of successful full-dose administration. Three handling studies 


have assessed the rate of successful full-dose administration of glucagon products in manikins in 


emergency simulation situations for people with diabetes, caregivers and people without experience 


with diabetes (bystanders). In the handling studies a successful administration is defined as 90% or more 


of the product’s dose being successfully administered in all situations.30,14,80 The successful rate of 


administration for Gvoke® has also been measured in a population of first responders, while the Eli Lilly 


Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, Baqsimi® and Zegalogue® have also been measured in populations intended 


to simulate bystanders or acquaintances.30,14,80 As such, success rates are most comparable within the 


caregiver population, as caregiver success rates have been studied across Gvoke®, Baqsimi®, Zegalogue® 


and the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit. GlucaGen® is the only product for which full-dose success 


rate has not been studied. Results for the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit success rate can be used as 


a proxy for GlucaGen®, because the two products use similar kits, and both require reconstitution. The 


results indicate that successful full dose administration rates are much higher for products that do not 


require reconstitution.30,14,80 This may be due to confusion regarding steps that are required for proper 


reconstitution. Rates of successful full-dose administration for caregiver participants across glucagon 


products are summarized in Table 3-5. Rate of successful full-dose administration for Zegalogue® has 


only been directly compared against the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit.30 Results showed a 


significantly higher success rate for caregivers using the Zegalogue® autoinjector as compared to those 


using the Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit (p=0.0112).30 In the same study, 63% of caregivers using 


Zegalogue® achieved success in under 1 minute, as compared to 0% of caregivers using Eli Lilly 


Glucagon™ Emergency Kit, and 88% of caregivers using Zegalogue® achieved success within 2 minutes, 


as compared to 40% of caregivers using Eli Lilly Glucagon™ Emergency Kit.30 


 


Table 3-5. Successful Rate of Full Dose (≥90%) Administration by Caregivers30,14,80  


Product Type Product Name Successful Full-Dose Administration Rate 
Dasiglucagon Zegalogue® 94% 


2nd Generation Glucagon 
Baqsimi® 94% 


Gvoke® 100% 


1st Generation  
(Injectable) Glucagon 


Eli Lilly Glucagon™ 
Emergency Kit 


35% 


GlucaGen® 35% (Estimated) 
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4 ECONOMIC VALUE AND MODELING REPORT 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4.1 ABSTRACT 


Costs related to treatments of severe hypoglycemic events (SHEs) have been illustrated in existing 


budget impact models that provide cost comparisons between treatments, but key aspects of the care 


pathway were overlooked, including successful treatment administration and probability of PG recovery. 


While existing budget impact models have demonstrated cost savings for Gvoke® and for Baqsimi® as 


compared to available glucagon products, no evidence previously assessed the budget impact of 


Zegalogue® as compared to Gvoke® or Baqsimi®.26,27 To address this, a new budget impact model (BIM) 


was created to illustrate the difference in costs of care associated with treatment with the Zegalogue® 


to standard of care (SOC) treatments including Gvoke®, Baqsimi®, and reconstituted glucagon, as well as 


no glucagon. A clinical decision tree was developed to simulate possible patient pathways to consider all 


aspects of care from initial treatment at SHE onset to emergency medical services (EMS) and hospital 


care, including administration and PG recovery. Probabilities of successful of administration, PG 


recovery at 15 minutes, EMS services, emergency room (ER) and hospital inpatient care were estimated 


by reviewing published literature. Note that the FDA-approved labeling for all glucagon rescue products 


direct users to call EMS after each administration. Costs for treatments are estimated based on current 


wholesale acquisition costs, while EMS, ER and inpatient care were estimated from a review of peer-


reviewed literature, relevant fee schedules and claims data specific to treatment of SHE. The framework, 


probability, and cost inputs together provide a comparison of healthcare costs for patients treated for 


SHE with Zegalogue® to other available treatment options. Results, including total costs, costs per 


member per month (PMPM) and costs per member per year (PMPY), demonstrate the reduced 


healthcare burden that results from the ease of administration and faster PG recovery provided by 


Zegalogue®. 


KEY TAKEAWAYS  


• Zegalogue® may reduce the cost burden of medical care and treatment of SH when 
ease of administration and treatment success are both considered 


• For a population of 1,000,000 covered lives with 12,006 annual SH events, a new model 
demonstrates that treatment with Zegalogue® could result in a total cost reduction of 
up to $22 million compared to other treatments, even when considering the higher 
cost of treatment compared other available treatment options  


• To avoid a single death from SH compared to no treatment, 214 patients would need to 
be treated with Zegalogue® or between 329-2,160 compared to other glucagon 
treatments, including Baqsimi®, reconstituted glucagon, and Gvoke® 


• To avoid a single hospitalization from SH compared to no treatment, only 6 patients 
would need to be treated with Zegalogue® or between 9-59 compared to other 
glucagon treatments including Baqsimi®, reconstituted glucagon, and Gvoke® 
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The model demonstrates that the higher administration and recovery success rates of treatment with 


Zegalogue® may lead to a reduced need for healthcare utilization, including emergency medical services, 


emergency room, and inpatient care as compared to Gvoke®, Baqsimi®, reconstituted glucagon, and no 


kit. Total EMS calls after treatment with Zegalogue® are estimated to be up to 52% lower than after 


other treatments, resulting in lower EMS costs, as well as lower total costs for EMS transport. Use of 


Zegalogue® results in lower ER patient volumes and costs ($3.6M) compared to ER costs over $4.9M for 


other glucagon treatments. Lower inpatient volumes lead to estimated total inpatient costs around 


$5.0M for patients treated with Zegalogue®, compared to costs over $6.9M for patients receiving other 


glucagon treatments. The model estimates that for a population of 1,000,000 covered lives, 12,006 SH 


events would be anticipated annually, and demonstrates that treatment with Zegalogue® could result in 


a cost reduction of 20% per SH event when compared to Gvoke® and 62% when compared to 


reconstituted glucagon, even when considering the higher cost of treatment ($309) compared to those 


products ($280.80 and $293.05, respectively). 


4.2 INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 


Current models demonstrate that successful SH treatment leads to healthcare system cost savings, 


but overlook the difficulty of successful SH treatment administration 


Severe hypoglycemia is an unpredictable and feared side effect of diabetes management that can 


require emergency or life-saving interventions. Emergency calls for SHE can lead to care ranging from 


treatment by an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) to an inpatient stay, the costs of which can pose a 


significant burden to the healthcare system. The intensity and cost of treatment required directly 


depends on the initial reaction to the SHE, and the success of initial treatment. Appropriate treatment 


with glucagon and timely recovery can minimize and, in some cases, even eliminate the need for 


emergency care, which not only improves patient outcomes but also reduces the burden on the 


healthcare system. 


Models have been published to illustrate the cost burden of SH but have limitations. A health economic 


model published in 2019 estimated almost $1,000 in lower mean costs per SHE when Baqsimi® is used 


compared to injectable glucagon (IG) in a US population.26 While this model uses fairly recent cost 


inputs, the care pathway stops at ER admission, overlooking substantial costs from patients requiring 


inpatient care. A budget impact model published in 2020 estimated higher per-patient costs from use of 


a standard Glucagon Emergency Kit (GEK) compared to Gvoke® autoinjector and Gvoke® Prefilled 


Syringe.27 This model does consider inpatient costs, but overlooks key nuances related to treatment 


attempts at SHE onset. While administration success is considered, neither model fully accounts for PG 


recovery. 


A new model has been developed to provide a more accurate illustration of the annual costs of SHE, 


comparing costs of care associated with treatment with Zegalogue® to those with treatment with 


Gvoke® , Baqsimi®, and reconstituted glucagon kits to show total costs per member per year. 
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4.3 METHODS 


A new model was developed considering the costs of care at the treatment, emergency response, and 


hospital levels, with recent United States Medicare claims and fee schedule rates and fee schedule 


rates as cost inputs 


A de novo budget impact model was developed in Microsoft Excel to evaluate the costs of SH treatment; 


a review of literature and previous economic models was used to develop a clinical decision tree for a 


treatment pathway, and published literature as well as coding and claims data were collected for inputs 


to provide patient costs as the key output. 


To develop the treatment pathway, clinical decisions were considered from SHE onset throughout the 


patient care pathway to the end of care. Figure 4-1 below displays the treatment pathway, which 


considers treatment attempts, treatment administration success and failure rates, PG recovery within 15 


minutes, EMS, ER admission and care, and inpatient admission and care. Each decision node is 


associated with a probability of occurrence, and each aspect of care is associated with a cost.  
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Figure 4-1. Budget Impact Model Clinical Decision Tree 


The first set of model inputs are related to the patient population. The prevalence of glucagon 


candidates among Type 1 Diabetes (T1DM) and Type 2 Diabetes (T2DM) patients was estimated from 


2019 US Census data CDC National Reports and data from the American Diabetes Association, shown in 


Table 4-1.2,32,84  
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Table 4-1. T1DM and T2DM Population 


Item Input Notes 
2019 U.S. population 330,524,249 Population estimates, July 1, 201984 


Patients diagnosed with diabetes (all ages) 26,900,000 Prevalence of diagnosed diabetes section2 


Children <20 years old diagnosed with T1DM 187,000 Prevalence of diagnosed diabetes section2 


Adults with T1DM on insulin 1,400,000 Prevalence of diagnosed diabetes section2 


Number of T1DM patients on insulin 1,587,000 Calculated 


Prevalence of glucagon candidates for T1DM per 
1,000 


4.80 Calculated 


Number of diagnosed T2DM patients 24,882,500 Prevalence of diagnosed diabetes section2 


Percent of patients with T2DM on insulin 16% Proportion of US T2DM population32 


Number of T2DM patients on insulin 3,981,200 Calculated 


Prevalence of glucagon candidate for T2DM per 
1,000 


12.05 Calculated 


 


Figures from published literature were reviewed to assess the incidence of SHE in T1DM and T2DM 


patients, shown in Table 4-2.37,40 Two different event rates were identified for T1DM patients, 


depending on the frequency of daily insulin injections. An average of the values was used for the 


model’s incidence estimation. Four incidence rate groupings were considered for T2DM patients: 


incidence for patients with T2DM on basal regimens (median 0.04 per person-year), incidence for 


patients with T2D on any MDI (0.23 per person-year), incidence for patients with T2D on CSII (0.08 per 


person-year), and incidence among patients with T2D on any insulin (1.05 per person-year); ultimately, 


these rates were averaged, with the reported rate among patients with T2D on any insulin weighed 


more heavily. 


Table 4-2. Severe Hypoglycemic Events 


Item Input Notes 
Number of covered Lives 1,000,000 Baseline assumption 


Incidence of SHE in patients with T1DM on intensive 
therapy (3+ daily injections or on pump) 


0.4080 40.80 SHE per 100 patient years37 


Incidence of SHE in patients with T1DM on 
conventional therapy (1-2 daily injections) 


0.3660 36.60 SHE per 100 PY37 


Average incidence of SHE in patients with T1DM 0.387 Calculated, 38.70 per 100 patient years 


Median incidence of SHE in patients with T2DM on 
basal regimens 


0.040 PPY (per person year)38 


Incidence of SHE in patients with T2DM using MDI 0.23 PPY (per person year)39 


Incidence of SHE in patients with T2DM using CSII 0.08 PPY (per person year)39 


Incidence of SHE in T2DM patients on insulin 1.0500 PPY (per person year)40 


Weighted average incidence of SHE in patients with 
T2DM  


0.583 Calculated, 58.3 per 100 patient years 


 


Use of glucagon to treat SH can be broken down into two steps: administration success and PG recovery. 


Successful administration rates for GEK and Baqsimi® were taken from previously published reports, 


shown in Table 4-3.85 PG recovery within 15 minutes of injection for Zegalogue®, reconstituted glucagon, 


and Baqsimi® as model inputs were taken from published trial data, shown in Table 4-4.86–88 A weighted 


average of published treatment PG recovery rates for pediatrics and adults is used for the model input.  
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Table 4-3. Probability of Successful Full-Dose Administration 


Item Input Notes 
With Zegalogue® 94% Data on file 30  


With Gvoke® 100% Newswanger et al, 201914,80  


With reconstituted glucagon 34% Mean from data on file (55%)30 and 
literature reports (13%)14 


With Baqsimi® 94.00% Conservative assumption, given range 
from 90.3-94%85 
Yale et al., 201714 


With no kit 0.00% Assumption 


 


Table 4-4. Probability of PG Recovery within 15 Minutes 


Item Input Notes 
Zegalogue®, 0.6 mg, T1DM adults 99.0% Zegalogue® Prescribing Information  


Pieber et al. (Accepted for publication)19 


Gvoke® 78.9% Gvoke® FDA submission89 


Reconstituted glucagon  
(GlucaGen®, 0.5 mg, T1DM adults) 


95.0% Pieber et al. (Accepted for publication)19 


Baqsimi® 71.0% Munoz et al, 201688 


No glucagon/Placebo, adults 2.0% Zegalogue® Prescribing Information  
Pieber et al. (Accepted for publication)19 


Probability of second treatment attempt if no 
plasma glucose recovery within 15 minutes 


25% Assumption 


 


Table 4-5. Probability Further Action 


Item Input Notes 
Following initial administration failure 100% Assumption 


Following successful full-dose 
administration and PG recovery 


33% Assumption 


Following successful full-dose 
administration but without PG recovery 
within 15 minutes 


75% Assumption 


Inputs for EMS were calculated from values published from a study that observed EMS services in 


Alameda County, California from 2013 to 2015.67 Findings in this paper were used to estimate the 


number of EMS calls for hypoglycemic events in the US, as well as those that do and do not result in ER 


transport, shown in Table 4-5. These were then converted to probabilities for the, treatment failure, and 


no treatment arms of the care pathway, shown in Table 4-6 and Table 4-7. Some assumptions were 


made for the PG recovery success pathway. Note that the FDA-approved labeling for all glucagon rescue 


products direct users to call EMS after each administration. 
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Table 4-6. EMS Values 


Item Input Notes 
% of EMS calls for hypoglycemia resulting in no 
transport 


13.50% Moffet et al., 201767 


% of EMS calls for hypoglycemia resulting in 
transport 


86.50% Calculated from Moffet et al., 201767 


Incidence of ER visit for hypoglycemia, in 
person-years 


0.034 Ginde et al., 2008 


Total ER visits for hypoglycemia 914,600 Calculated based on 2019 US population and 
0.034 incidence 


Rate of EMS calls for SHE per population 0.00174 Calculated† from Moffet et al., 201767 


# of EMS calls for hypoglycemic events in the US 573,735 Calculated based on 2019 US population and 
rate of EMS call for SHE 


# of EMS calls resulting in ER transport 496,281 Calculated based estimated 86.5% transport 
rate 


# of EMS calls resulting in no transport 77,454 Calculated based on estimated 13.5% no 
transport rate 


# of SH events arriving to the ER without EMS 
transport 


418,319 Calculated based on total ER visits for 
hypoglycemia and number of EMS calls 


resulting in ER transport 
† Calculated population of 1.6M, stated in publication, with 8,332 encounters for hypoglycemia over 3 years 


 


Table 4-7. EMS Call and Transport Probabilities, Upon Further Action 


Item Input Notes 
Probability of EMS call 52.83% Calculated based on Table 4-6 


Probability of driving patient to ER 42.17% Calculated based on Table 4-6 


Probability of being released on scene 
(following EMS on scene), following initial 
administration failure or lack of PG recovery 


13.50% Moffet et al., 201767 


Probability of transport to ER (following EMS 
on scene) following initial administration 
failure or lack of PG recovery 


86.50% Moffet et al., 201767 


Probability of being released on scene 
(following EMS on scene), following initial 
administration success and PG recovery 


100% Assumption 


 


Three possible outcomes are possible upon admission to the ER: discharge, death in the ER, or inpatient 


admission. We identified three publications provided estimates of the percent of ER visits for SH that 


result in inpatient admission.72,74,90 The median of these results was taken as a model input, shown in 


Table 4-8. Two studies published estimated probabilities for discharge and death after ER admission; the 


average of these values was taken as model inputs, shown in Table 4-9 and Table 4-10.27,74 The 


probability of death after an inpatient admission was taken from 2018-2019 Medicare Standard analytic 


files, while the remaining amount was considered as the probability for discharge after inpatient 


admission, shown in Table 4-11.69     
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Table 4-5. Probability of Inpatient Admission After ER Admission 


Item Input Notes 
Published inpatient admission probabilities 25.00% Ginde et al., 200872 


27.30% Wang et al., 201574 


20.31% AHRQ HCUP database90 


Median  25.00% Calculated 
 


Table 4-6. Probability of Discharge After ER Admission 


Item Input Notes 
Published discharge probabilities 74.60% Leinwand et al., 202027 


67.50% Wang et al., 201574 


Median  71.05% Calculated 
 


Table 4-7. Probability of Death After ER Admission 


Item Input Notes 
Published discharge probabilities 0.40% Leinwand et al 202027   


0.20% Wang et al, 201574 


Median 0.30% Calculated 
 


Table 4-8. Probabilities After Inpatient Admission 


Item Input Notes 
Probability of death after inpatient 
admission 


1.35% 2018-2019 Medicare SAF Analysis69 


Probability of discharge after inpatient 
admission 


98.65% Calculated 


 


Once the treatment pathway and all associated probabilities are defined, costs associated with each 


aspect of treatment is the final input required to determine costs per patient. Wholesale acquisition 


costs (WAC), shown in Table 4-12, were used for cost inputs for initial treatment attempts at SH onset  


Table 4-9. Glucagon Treatment Costs 


Item Input Notes 
Zegalogue®  $309.00 Internal  


GlucaGen® HypoKit® Injection Solution 
Reconstituted 1MG 


$293.05 WAC 3/19/2021 


Xeris Hypopen GRP, 1 syringe, 0.5mg/0.1ML $280.80 WAC 3/19/2021 


Xeris Hypopen GRP, 1 syringe, 1mg/0.2ML $280.80 WAC 3/19/2021 


Xeris G-PFS Syringe 0.5mg/0.1ML $280.80 WAC 3/19/2021 


Xeris G-PFS Syringe 1mg/0.2ML $280.80 WAC 3/19/2021 


Baqsimi® One Pack Nasal Powder 3 MG/Dose $280.80 WAC 3/19/2021 


WAC: Elsevier ProspectoRx Drug Pricing Compendia. WAC Unit Price. Data accessed 3/19/2021 
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EMS costs shown in Table 4-13 were determined using HCPCS code A0429 Basic Life Support, 


Emergency. Basic life support is defined by CMS as care that can be provided from basic Emergency 


Medical Technician (EMT) training.92 While this training can differ by state, this model assumes that 


most EMTs are trained to provide support for Severe Hypoglycemia. EMS costs including transport to 


the ER shown in Table 4-14 and Table 4-15. Urban and rural rates for A0429 were taken from the CY 


2020 Medicare Ambulance Fee Schedule.93 HCPCS code A0425 Ground mileage, per statute mile was 


used in addition to A0429 for EMS call resulting in a trip to the ER with urban and rural rates taken from 


the CY 2020 Medicare Ambulatory Fee Schedule for the median locality in terms of Medicare rates 


(Connecticut). For mileage, average distances to a hospital for urban and rural areas was taken from a 


CDC report on hospital distances; it was assumed that rural patients live in the 75th percentile of 


distance from the closest hospital with an ER, while urban patients living in the 25th percentile of 


distance from the closest hospital with an ER.94 


Table 4-10. EMS Costs, No Transport 


Item Input Notes 
Life support 2020 rate, rural $412.54 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 


HCPCS Code A042993 


Life support 2020 rate, urban $408.54 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 
HCPCS Code A042993 


 


Urban EMS Costs with Transport 


Table 4-11. Urban EMS Costs with Transport 


Item Input Notes 
Base HCPCS code, A0429 $408.54 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 


HCPCS Code A042993 


Mileage HCPCS code, A0425 $7.62 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 
HCPCS Code A042993 


Mileage 2.60 CDC Report94 


Total costs $428.35 Calculated 


 


Table 4-12. Rural EMS Costs with Transport 


Item Input Notes 
Base HCPCS code, A0429 $412.54 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 


HCPCS Code A042993 


Mileage HCPCS code, A0425 $11.54 Based on Connecticut Locality (13102-00), 
HCPCS Code A042993 


Mileage 5.48 CDC Report2 


Total costs $475.78 Calculated 
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Published ER and inpatient claims data using Hypoglycemia ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes, as well as 


CMS Ambulance and Physician Fee Schedules served as the primary cost inputs 


ER costs were estimated by reviewing six publications reporting ER costs for SH, and adjusting for 


inflation, shown in Table 4-16. Inpatient care costs shown in Table 4-18 were taken from the average of 


estimated payments for YTD 2020 claims (through June 2020) for inpatient stays including ICD-10-CM 


diagnosis codes from Table 4-17 as the primary diagnosis.  


Table 4-13. Emergency Room Costs, Adjusted to 2020 USD 


Item Input Notes 
Published ER Costs 
 
 
 


$2,951.52 Leinwand et al., 202027 


$1,370.58 Pöhlmann et al., 201926 


$1,525.70 Bronstone and Graham, 201695 


$1,546.48 Kahn et al., 201896 


$2,122.20 Basu et al., 201753 


$2,137.32 Basu et al., 2017 


$561.80 Moore and Liang, 202097 


Median $1,546.48 Calculated 


 


Table 4-14 - Hypoglycemia ICD-10-CM Diagnosis Codes 


ICD-10-CM Diagnosis Code Description 


E160 Drug-induced hypoglycemia without coma 


E161 Other hypoglycemia 


E162 Hypoglycemia, unspecified 


E10641 Type 1 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia with coma 


E10649 Type 1 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia without coma 


E11641 Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia with coma 


E11649 Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia without coma 


E13641 Other specified diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia with coma 


E13649  Other specified diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia without coma 


 


Table 4-15. Hospital Inpatient Care Costs 


Item Input Notes 
All-payor payment per discharge $8,678.96 Definitive Healthcare estimate based on CMS 


Medicare Standard Analytical Files, 2020 YTD 
(June)98 


Medicare average payment per discharge $8,494.03 CMS Medicare Standard Analytical Files, 2020 
YTD (June) via Definitive Healthcare98 


 


4.4 RESULTS 


The model framework, probabilities, and cost inputs are used to illustrate the cost of care of SH 


treatment with the Zegalogue® compared to other glucagon treatment options, as well as when no 
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treatment occurs, using the same number of SH events as an input for each treatment type. A total of 


12,006 severe hypoglycemic events are estimated for each treatment group. Zegalogue® is expected to 


provide a higher rate of PG recovery, but also a higher total initial treatment cost by over $0.33M, 


shown in Table 4-19. The impact of a successful first treatment begins to be illustrated when observing 


second treatment costs. Table 4-20 illustrates that treatment with Baqsimi® will require higher treatment 


costs from second treatment attempts compared to Zegalogue® and other glucagon treatment options.  


Table 4-16 - Initial Treatment Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Severe Hypoglycemic Events 12,006 12,006 12,006 12,006 12,006 


Number of initial PG recoveries 11,286 12,006 4,082 11,286 - 


Number of initial treatment failures 720 - 7,924 720 12,006 


Cost per initial treatment $309.00 $280.80 $293.05 $280.80 $0 


Total cost of initial treatment 
attempts 


$3,709,870 $3,371,299 $3,518,373 $3,371,299 $0 


 


Table 4-17 - PG Recovery and Second Treatment Costs 


Item  Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of PG recoveries within 
15 minutes 


11,173 9,473 3,878 8,013 - 


Number of treatment failures 
within 15 minutes 


113 2,533 204 3,273 - 


Number of second treatment 
attempts 


28 633 51 818 $0 


Cost per second treatment 
attempt 


$309.00 $280.80 $293.05 $280.80 $0 


Total cost of second treatment 
attempts 


$8,718 $177,836 $14,953 $229,754 $0 


 


The higher rate of administration with Zegalogue® and PG recovery within 15 minutes is expected to 


lead to fewer EMS calls, resulting in lower costs for EMS calls, shown in Table 4-21, and EMS transport to 


the ER, shown in Table 4-22. The number of EMS calls after treatment with Zegalogue® is estimated to 


be lower than the number of EMS calls after treatment with other glucagon treatments, resulting in 


lower EMS costs, as well as lower total costs for EMS transport. 
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Table 4-18 - EMS Calls and Service Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of EMS calls following 
failed initial treatment 
administration 


414 - 4,553 414 6,899 


Number of EMS calls following 
successful administration and PG 
recovery 


2,140 1,814 743 1,535 - 


Number of EMS calls following 
successful initial administration but 
treatment failure 


65 1,456 117 1,881 - 


Total number of EMS calls 2,619 3,270 5,414 3,830 6,899 


Cost per EMS call $386 $386 $386 $386 $386 


Total cost of EMS calls $1,011,013 $1,262,434 $2,089,853 $1,478,344 $2,663,364 


 


Table 4-19 - EMS Transport to ER and Transport Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of patients 
transported by EMS to ER 


414 1,259 4,040 1,985 5,968 


Incremental cost per EMS 
transport to ER (incremental 
to EMS call cost) 


$34 $34 $34 $34 $34 


Total cost of EMS transport $13,965 $42,457 $136,224 $66,925 $201,218 
 


Costs for ER visits, shown in Table 4-23, consider patients brought to the ER both via EMS delivery and 


by private vehicles. Lower ER patient volumes from treatment with Zegalogue® lead to ER costs around 


$3.6M compared to ER costs ranging from $4.9-12.4M for other glucagon options. Similar lower 


inpatient volumes lead to estimated total inpatient costs around $5.0M for patients treated with 


Zegalogue®, compared to costs ranging $6.9-17.2M for patients treated with other glucagon options. 


Estimated inpatient costs are shown in Table 4-24. 
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Table 4-20 - ER Patient Volumes and Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of patients 
transported to ER by private 
vehicle following failed initial 
administration 


306 - 3,371 306 5,107 


Number of patients 
transported to ER by private 
vehicle following successful 
administration and PG 
recovery 


1,584 1,343 550 1,136 - 


Number of patients 
transported to ER by private 
vehicle following successful 
initial administration but 
treatment failure 


26 592 48 765 - 


Total patients transported to 
ER by private vehicle 


1,917 1,935 3,968 2,208 5,107 


Number of patients 
transported to ER by EMS 


414 1,259 4,040 1,985 5,968 


Total number of patients 
transported to ER 


2,331 3,195 8,008 4,193 11,075 


Cost per ER admission $1,546 $1,546 $1,546 $1,546 $1,546 


Total cost of ER admissions $3,605,019 $4,940,408 $12,384,658 $6,483,822 $17,126,742 


 


Table 4-21 - Inpatient Admission Volumes and Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of patients admitted 
as inpatients 


583 799 2,002 1,048 2,769 


Cost per inpatient admission $8,586 $8,586 $8,586 $8,586 $8,586 


Total cost of inpatient 
admissions 


$5,004,021 $6,857,635 $17,190,781 $9,000,003 $23,773,128 


Number needed to treat to 
avoid 1 hospitalization, 
Zegalogue® vs comparator 


- 59 9 28 6 


 


Improved rates of PG recovery ultimately lead to lower mortality, shown in Table 4-25, as well as 
reduced total costs, shown in Table 4-26. There are 15 total estimated deaths from patients treated with 
Zegalogue® compared to over 50 deaths for patients treated with reconstituted glucagon. To avoid a 
single death from SH compared to no treatment, only 214 patients would need to be treated with 
Zegalogue® (and 329 to 2,160 would need to be treated to avoid one death when treated with 
Zegalogue®  as compared to other glucagon treatments). Compared to receiving no treatment, total 
costs were lower in all three treatment groups. When observing a group of 12,006 severe hypoglycemic 
events, total costs of care for patients treated with Zegalogue® are $13.4M, compared to costs ranging 
from $16.7-$35.3M for treatment with other glucagon options and $43.8M when untreated.  
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Table 4-22 - Estimated Patient Mortality 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Number of deaths in ER 7 10 24 13 33 


Number of deaths in 
inpatient setting 


8 11 28 14 38 


Total deaths 15 21 52 27 71 


Number needed to treat to 
avoid 1 death, Zegalogue® vs 
comparator 


- 2,160 329 1,002 214 


 


Table 4-23 - Summary of Total Costs 


Item Zegalogue® Gvoke® 
Reconstituted 


glucagon 
Baqsimi® No Kit 


Total Costs $13,352,605 $16,652,070 $35,334,843 $20,630,147 $43,764,451 


Cost per member per year $13 $17 $35 $21 $44 


Cost per member per month $1.10 $1.39 $2.94 $1.72 $3.65 


Cost per SHE $1,112 $1,387 $2,943 $1,718 $3,645 


Cost per patient with 
diabetes 


$601 $750 $1,591 $929 $1,971 


 


For a covered population of 1,00,000 lives, treatment with Zegalogue® may lead to lower costs when 


observed per severe hypoglycemic event, per member per year, or per diabetic patient. When 


compared to other glucagon treatments, this budget impact model estimates that higher PG recovery 


rates from using Zegalogue® to treat SHE could lead to lower mortality rates, as well as lower costs per 


member, per event or per diabetes patient.  


4.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 


To assess the sensitivity of the model to changes in parameter values, a one-way sensitivity analysis was 


conducted. Parameters were varied by up to 15% higher and lower than their default value (probability 


estimates could not exceed 100%). In comparing total costs with Zegalogue® to the costs of other 


glucagon, in all cases, the model was most sensitive to the estimation of the probability of successful 


full-dose treatment administration with Zegalogue®. Zegalogue® reduced costs as compared to 


reconstituted glucagon and no kit in all analyses. 


Total costs with Zegalogue® exceeded costs of treatment with Gvoke® in three instances; total costs 


with Zegalogue® exceed costs of treatment with Baqsimi® in one instance. The largest negative net 


difference in cost savings identified occurred when the probability of initial successful treatment 


administration for Zegalogue® was at its lowest and in comparison, to Gvoke®; in that analysis, net 


savings with Gvoke® were estimated at $2,344,944. The largest positive net difference in cost savings 


occurred when the probability of initial successful treatment administration for Baqsimi® was at its 


lowest; in that analysis, net cost savings with Zegalogue® were estimated at $10.7M. 
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Table 4-27: Summary of Sensitivity Analysis Results 


Parameter vs Gvoke® vs Baqsimi® 


Probability of initial successful treatment administration (Zegalogue®) X X 


Probability of PG recovery within 15 minutes (Comparator) X  


Probability of PG recovery within 15 minutes (Zegalogue®) X  


Note: Gvoke® was cost-saving when these parameters were varied to 15% above their default value. For all other parameters 


shown, the comparator product was cost-saving when the parameter was varied to 15% below its default value. 


4.6 LIMITATIONS 


SHE Incidence: The majority of sources estimate SH prevalence from claims databases or patient 


surveys. Patients may be unaware of some SH events, confusing them with other incidents or 


complications. Similarly, not all hospitalizations for SH may be reported as SH. Other patient conditions 


or complication may be reported as the primary diagnosis, which will exclude more complicated patient 


stays from estimations. With these limitations in mind, this costs in this model error on the conservative 


side by leaving out undetected or unreported SH events, as well as more complicated patient cases. 


CPT and HCPCS coding: Assumptions were made on use of CPT and HCPCS coding by reviewing code 


descriptions, Medicare guidance, and previously published reviews and models. CPT and HCPCS code 


reporting may vary in practice. Further research into EMS and ED code reporting could provide more 


insight and accuracy into EMS and ER cost estimations. Overall, these estimates are likely conservative 


as they do not consider costs for other complications patients come to the hospital with. 


4.7 DISCUSSION 


For over a decade, studies have been published demonstrating the costs associated with care for 


diabetic patients struggling with severe hypoglycemic events.26,27,70 These studies have highlighted costs 


across multiple settings of care, including the initial emergency response, as well as care in the hospital 


emergency room and inpatient settings of care. Some of these studies have considered how initial 


treatment with glucagon impacts the care pathway and used economic models to demonstrate how this 


influences the cost of care for this patient population. While different studies have compared different 


treatments, overall conclusions lead to one fact: a more effective initial treatment leads to a reduction 


in need for more intensive care, lowering healthcare costs. The current budget impact model estimates 


the economic impact of PG recovery by breaking up treatment into two key steps: treatment 


administration, and patient recovery. When assuming 12,006 SHEs per year in a patient population of 


1M covered lives, this model demonstrated that compared to other glucagon treatments, the high 


administration success rates and PG recovery rates provided by Zegalogue® may lead to reduced costs 


and mortality rates. This model demonstrates that treatment with Zegalogue® could result in a total cost 


reduction, even when the higher cost of treatment ($309) compared to other Glucagon products ($280-


293) is included. 


The results of this model should not be affected by the demographic of the patient experiencing the 


SHE, as the model considered both patients with T1DM and T2DM together as a grouped population. 


Incidence rates for both T1DM and T2DM were collected from separate sources as noted above and 


were combined considering the population of both in the United States.   
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5 ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
5.1 SUMMARY OF CURRENT TREATMENT GUIDELINES 


ADA recommends prescribing glucagon for those at increased risk of moderate (i.e., Level 2) 


hypoglycemia, defined as blood glucose levels dropping below <54 mg/dL 


The “Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes” published by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) 


contains current clinical practice recommendations for diabetes care management. A multidisciplinary 


team of experts make up the members of the ADA Professional Practice Committee who are responsible 


for updating the guidelines on an annual basis, or more frequently as needed.1 The ADA guidelines are 


considered to be the most reliable and up-to-date source in the U.S. for recommendations related to 


diabetes disease management. Guidelines from other organizations (e.g., AACE/ACE, Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics or EASD, European Association for the Study of Diabetes) typically have longer 


review cycles and therefore, may not be as current as the information published by the ADA. The 


following guidelines focus on the most recent recommendations for the treatment of severe 


hypoglycemia published in January 2020 by the ADA.  


Glucose (15-20 g) is the preferred treatment for hypoglycemia among patients that are conscious and 


not experiencing a SHE. In these cases any form of carbohydrate containing glucose can be used.1 The 


treatment should be repeated after 15 minutes if low blood glucose persists. Subsequently, once blood 


glucose volumes return to normal, it is recommended that the individual consume a meal or a snack to 


prevent reoccurrence.  


In cases of SH, glucagon administration is the recommended treatment. The ADA recommends that 


glucagon be prescribed to all patients that are at increased risk for Level 2 hypoglycemia (defined as 


blood glucose <54mg/dL) in the event it is needed in an emergency.1 During SHE the individual may be 


unconscious or confused or otherwise non-responsive, as a result caregiver, school personnel, and 


family members should be trained on how and when to administer glucagon rescue treatment in 


addition to knowing where it is stored.1 Glucagon administration is not restricted to use in a healthcare 


setting and does not require administration by a healthcare professional.1  


KEY TAKEAWAYS  


• ADA guidelines are considered the most reliable and up-to-date source in the U.S. for 
recommendations related to diabetes disease management  


• According to the ADA, glucagon rescue treatment should be administered during a SHE 


• The ADA recommends prescribing glucagon for those at increased risk of moderate 
hypoglycemia  


• Glucagon administration is not restricted to use in a healthcare setting and does not 
require administration by a healthcare professional 


• Caregivers, school personnel, and family members should be trained on how and when 
to administer glucagon rescue treatment in addition to knowing where it is stored if 
they have to administer glucagon during a SHE 
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6.2 PRODUCT PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 


 HIGHLIGHTS OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 
These highlights do not include all the information needed to use 


ZEGALOGUE® safely and effectively. See full prescribing information 


for ZEGALOGUE. 
 


ZEGALOGUE (dasiglucagon) injection, for subcutaneous use 


Initial U.S. Approval: 2021 
 
 __________________ 


INDICATIONS AND USAGE
 _________________ 


 


ZEGALOGUE is an antihypoglycemic agent indicated for the treatment of 
severe hypoglycemia in pediatric and adult patients with diabetes aged 6 years 


and above. (1) 


 
 _______________ 


DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
 ______________ 


 


• ZEGALOGUE autoinjector and prefilled syringe are for subcutaneous 


injection only. (2.1) 


• The dose in adults and pediatric patients aged 6 years and older is 0.6 mg. 


(2.2) 


• Administer ZEGALOGUE according to the printed instructions on the 


protective case label and the Instructions For Use. (2.1) 


• Visually inspect ZEGALOGUE prior to administration. The solution 


should appear clear, colorless, and free from particles. If the solution is 
discolored or contains particulate matter, do not use. (2.1) 


• Administer the injection into the lower abdomen, buttocks, thigh, or outer 


upper arm. (2.1) 


• Call for emergency assistance immediately after administering the dose. 


(2.1) 


• If there has been no response after 15 minutes, an additional dose of 


ZEGALOGUE from a new device may be administered while waiting for 
emergency assistance. (2.1) 


• When the patient has responded to treatment, give oral carbohydrates. (2.1) 


• Do not attempt to reuse ZEGALOGUE. Each device contains a single dose 


of dasiglucagon and cannot be reused. (2.1) 


 
 ______________ 


DOSAGE FORMS AND STRENGTHS
 _____________ 


 


Injection: 


• 0.6 mg/0.6 mL single-dose autoinjector (3) 


• 0.6 mg/0.6 mL single-dose prefilled syringe (3) 


 
 ___________________ 


CONTRAINDICATIONS
 ___________________ 


 


Pheochromocytoma (4) 
Insulinoma (4) 


 


 
 _______________ 


WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
 _______________ 


 


• Substantial Increase in Blood Pressure in Patients with 


Pheochromocytoma: Contraindicated in patients with 


pheochromocytoma because ZEGALOGUE may stimulate the release of 
catecholamines from the tumor. (4, 5.1) 


• Hypoglycemia in Patients with Insulinoma: In patients with insulinoma, 


administration may produce an initial increase in blood glucose, but 


ZEGALOGUE may stimulate exaggerated insulin release from an 


insulinoma and cause subsequent hypoglycemia. If a patient develops 
symptoms of hypoglycemia after a dose of ZEGALOGUE, give glucose 


orally or intravenously. (4, 5.2) 


• Hypersensitivity and Allergic Reactions: Allergic reactions have been 


reported with glucagon products and may include generalized rash, and 


in some cases anaphylactic shock with breathing difficulties and 
hypotension. (5.3) 


• Lack of Efficacy in Patients with Decreased Hepatic Glycogen: 


ZEGALOGUE is effective in treating hypoglycemia only if sufficient 


hepatic glycogen is present. Patients in states of starvation, with adrenal 


insufficiency or chronic hypoglycemia may not have adequate levels of 
hepatic glycogen for ZEGALOGUE to be effective. Patients with these 


conditions should be treated with glucose. (5.4) 


 
 ___________________ 


ADVERSE REACTIONS
 ___________________ 


 


Most common adverse reactions (≥2%) associated with ZEGALOGUE are: 


Adults: nausea, vomiting, headache, diarrhea, and injection site pain  
Pediatrics: nausea, vomiting, headache, and injection site pain (6.1) 


To report SUSPECTED ADVERSE REACTIONS, contact Zealand 


Pharma A/S at 1-877-501-9342or FDA at 1-800-FDA-1088 or 


www.fda.gov/medwatch. 


 
 ___________________ 


DRUG INTERACTIONS
____________________ 


 


• Beta-blockers: Patients taking beta-blockers may have a transient 


increase in pulse and blood pressure. (7) 


• Indomethacin: In patients taking indomethacin, ZEGALOGUE may lose 


its ability to raise blood glucose or may produce hypoglycemia. (7) 


• Warfarin: ZEGALOGUE may increase the anticoagulant effect of 


warfarin. (7) 


 
See 17 for PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION and FDA-


approved patient labeling 
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FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 


 


1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE 


ZEGALOGUE® is indicated for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in pediatric and adult 


patients with diabetes aged 6 years and above. 


 


2 DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION 


2.1 Administration Instructions 


ZEGALOGUE autoinjector and prefilled syringe are for subcutaneous injection only. 


Instruct patients and their caregivers on the signs and symptoms of severe hypoglycemia. 


Because severe hypoglycemia requires the help of others to recover, instruct the patient to inform 


those around them about ZEGALOGUE and its Instructions For Use. Administer ZEGALOGUE 


as soon as possible when severe hypoglycemia is recognized.  


Instruct the patient or caregiver to read the Instructions For Use at the time they receive a 


prescription for ZEGALOGUE. Emphasize the following instructions to the patient or caregiver: 


• Administer ZEGALOGUE according to the printed instructions on the protective case 


label and the Instructions For Use. 


• Visually inspect ZEGALOGUE prior to administration. The solution should appear clear, 


colorless, and free from particles. If the solution is discolored or contains particulate 


matter, do not use. 


• Administer the injection in the lower abdomen, buttocks, thigh, or outer upper arm. 


• Call for emergency assistance immediately after administering the dose.  


• If there has been no response after 15 minutes, an additional dose of ZEGALOGUE may 


be administered while waiting for emergency assistance.  


• When the patient has responded to treatment, give oral carbohydrates to restore liver 


glycogen and prevent recurrence of hypoglycemia. 


• Do not attempt to reuse ZEGALOGUE. Each ZEGALOGUE device contains a single 


dose of dasiglucagon and cannot be reused. 


 


2.2 Recommended Dosage 


The recommended dose of ZEGALOGUE in adults and pediatric patients aged 6 years and older 


is 0.6 mg administered by subcutaneous injection into the lower abdomen, buttocks, thigh, or 


outer upper arm. 


If there has been no response after 15 minutes, an additional 0.6 mg dose of ZEGALOGUE from 


a new device may be administered. 
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3 DOSAGE FORMS AND STRENGTHS 


ZEGALOGUE injection is a clear, colorless solution available as: 


• 0.6 mg/0.6 mL single-dose autoinjector 


• 0.6 mg/0.6 mL single-dose prefilled syringe 


 


4 CONTRAINDICATIONS 


ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with: 


• Pheochromocytoma because of the risk of substantial increase in blood pressure [see 


Warnings and Precautions (5.1)] 


• Insulinoma because of the risk of hypoglycemia [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2)] 


 


5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS 


5.1 Substantial Increase in Blood Pressure in Patients with 


Pheochromocytoma 


ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with pheochromocytoma because glucagon 


products may stimulate the release of catecholamines from the tumor [see Contraindications 


(4)]. If the patient develops a substantial increase in blood pressure and a previously 


undiagnosed pheochromocytoma is suspected, 5 to 10 mg of phentolamine mesylate, 


administered intravenously, has been shown to be effective in lowering blood pressure. 


 


5.2 Hypoglycemia in Patients with Insulinoma 


In patients with insulinoma, administration of glucagon products may produce an initial increase 


in blood glucose; however, ZEGALOGUE administration may directly or indirectly (through an 


initial rise in blood glucose) stimulate exaggerated insulin release from an insulinoma and cause 


hypoglycemia. ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with insulinoma [see 


Contraindications (4)]. If a patient develops symptoms of hypoglycemia after a dose of 


ZEGALOGUE, give glucose orally or intravenously. 


 


5.3 Hypersensitivity and Allergic Reactions 


Allergic reactions have been reported with glucagon products; these include generalized rash, 


and in some cases anaphylactic shock with breathing difficulties and hypotension. Advise 


patients to seek immediate medical attention if they experience any symptoms of serious 


hypersensitivity reactions.  
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5.4 Lack of Efficacy in Patients with Decreased Hepatic Glycogen 


ZEGALOGUE is effective in treating hypoglycemia only if sufficient hepatic glycogen is 


present. Patients in states of starvation, with adrenal insufficiency or chronic hypoglycemia may 


not have adequate levels of hepatic glycogen for ZEGALOGUE administration to be effective. 


Patients with these conditions should be treated with glucose. 


 


6 ADVERSE REACTIONS 


The following important adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling: 


• Hypersensitivity and Allergic Reactions [see Warnings and Precautions (5.3)] 


 


6.1 Clinical Trials Experience 


Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates 


observed in the clinical trials of ZEGALOGUE cannot be directly compared to rates in the 


clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice. 


In clinical trials, 316 adult patients with type 1 diabetes and 20 pediatric patients with type 1 


diabetes were exposed to ZEGALOGUE. 


The data in Table 1 reflect exposure of 116 adult patients to ZEGALOGUE in 2 placebo-


controlled trials (mean age 40 years). Table 2 reflects exposure of 20 pediatric patients exposed 


to ZEGALOGUE in a placebo-controlled trial. Eight patients were 7 to 11 years old, and 12 were 


12 to 17 years old [see Clinical Studies (14)]. 


Table 1 Adverse Reactions Occurring ≥2% and More Frequently than with Placebo in 


ZEGALOGUE-treated Adult Patients within 12 hours of Treatment in 2 


Placebo-Controlled Trials  


Adverse reaction type Placebo 


(N=53) 
Dasiglucagon 


(N=116) 


% of Patients % of Patients 


Nausea 4% 57% 


Vomiting 2% 25% 


Headache 4% 11% 


Diarrhea 0% 5% 


Injection site pain  0% 2% 
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Table 2 Adverse Reactions Occurring ≥2% and More Frequently than with Placebo in 


ZEGALOGUE-treated Pediatric Patients within 12 hours of Treatment in a 


Placebo-Controlled Trial  


Adverse 


reaction type 


Placebo 


 


 


(N=11) 


Dasiglucagon 


Age 6-11 years 


(N=8) 


Dasiglucagon 


Age 12-17 years 


(N=12) 


Dasiglucagon 


All 


(N=20) 


 % of Patients % of Patients % of Patients % of Patients 


Nausea 0% 25% 92% 65% 


Vomiting 0% 25% 67% 50% 


Headache 0% 0% 17% 10% 


Injection site 


pain 


0% 0% 8% 5% 


Other Adverse Reactions 


Other adverse reactions in patients treated with dasiglucagon occurring within 12 hours of 


treatment include: hypertension, hypotension, bradycardia, presyncope, palpitations, and 


orthostatic intolerance. 


 


6.2 Immunogenicity 


As with all therapeutic peptides, there is a potential for immunogenicity with ZEGALOGUE. 


The detection of antibody formation is highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity of the 


assay. Additionally, the observed incidence of antibody (including neutralizing antibody) 


positivity in an assay may be influenced by several factors including assay methodology, sample 


handling, timing of sample collection, concomitant medications, and underlying disease. For 


these reasons, comparison of the incidence of antibodies to ZEGALOGUE with the incidence of 


antibodies to other products may be misleading. 


In clinical trials, 4/498 (<1%) of ZEGALOGUE-treated patients developed treatment-emergent 


anti-drug antibodies (ADAs). Two patients receiving a single dose of ZEGALOGUE had 


detectable ADAs to dasiglucagon for at least 14 months after dosing. One ADA-positive patient 


receiving multiple doses of ZEGALOGUE had ADAs with transient neutralizing activity and 


with cross-reactivity against native glucagon. Although no safety or efficacy concerns were 


noted for these ADA-positive subjects, it is unknown whether ADAs may affect 


pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, safety, and/or effectiveness of the drug [see Clinical 


Studies (14)].  
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7 DRUG INTERACTIONS 


Table 3 Clinically Significant Drug Interactions with ZEGALOGUE 


Beta-Blockers  


Clinical Impact: 
Patients taking beta-blockers may have a transient increase in 


pulse and blood pressure when given ZEGALOGUE. 


Indomethacin 


Clinical Impact: 


In patients taking indomethacin, ZEGALOGUE may lose its 


ability to raise blood glucose or may even produce 


hypoglycemia. 


Warfarin 


Clinical Impact: 
ZEGALOGUE may increase the anticoagulant effect of 


warfarin.  


 


8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS 


8.1 Pregnancy 


Risk Summary  


There are no available data on dasiglucagon use in pregnant women to evaluate for a drug-


associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage or adverse maternal or fetal outcomes.  


Untreated hypoglycemia in pregnancy can cause complications and may be fatal.  


In animal reproduction studies, daily subcutaneous administration of dasiglucagon to pregnant 


rabbits and rats during the period of organogenesis did not cause adverse developmental effects 


at exposures 7 and 709 times the human dose of 0.6 mg based on AUC, respectively (see Data).  


Data 


Animal Data 


In an embryo-fetal development study, pregnant rats were treated daily with subcutaneous doses 


of 2, 10, and 24 mg/kg/day during the period of organogenesis (gestation day 6 to 17). Maternal 


toxicity, in terms of decreased body weight gain, lower fetal body weight, and delayed bone 


ossification, was observed at ≥10 mg/kg/day (≥475 times the human dose, based on AUC).  


In an embryo-fetal development study, pregnant rabbits were treated daily with subcutaneous 


doses of 0.1, 0.3, and 1 mg/kg/day during the period of organogenesis (gestation day 6 to 19). 


Lower fetal body weight and delayed bone ossification were observed at 1 mg/kg/day (100 times 


the human dose, based on AUC), a dose that also induced maternal toxicity in terms of decreased 
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body weight gain. At ≥0.3 mg/kg/day (≥20 times the human dose), dasiglucagon caused fetal 


skeletal and visceral malformations. No adverse fetal developmental effects were observed at 0.1 


mg/kg/day, corresponding to exposure 7 times the human dose.  


 


8.2 Lactation 


Risk Summary  


There is no information on the presence of dasiglucagon in either human or animal milk, or the 


effects of the drug on the breastfed infant or milk production. Dasiglucagon is a peptide and 


would be expected to be broken down to its constituent amino acids in the infant's digestive tract 


and is therefore unlikely to cause harm to an exposed infant.  


 


8.4 Pediatric Use 


The safety and effectiveness of ZEGALOGUE for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in 


patients with diabetes have been established in pediatric patients aged 6 years and above. Use of 


ZEGALOGUE for this indication is supported by evidence from a study in 42 pediatric patients 


with type 1 diabetes [see Clinical Studies (14.2)]. 


The safety and effectiveness of ZEGALOGUE have not been established in pediatric patients 


younger than 6 years of age. 


 


8.5 Geriatric Use 


Clinical studies of ZEGALOGUE included too few patients 65 years of age and older to 


determine whether these patients respond differently from younger adult patients. 


 


10 OVERDOSAGE 


If overdosage occurs, the patient may experience nausea, vomiting, inhibition of GI tract 


motility, and/or increases in blood pressure and heart rate. In case of suspected overdosing, 


serum potassium may decrease and should be monitored and corrected if needed. If the patient 


develops a marked increase in blood pressure, phentolamine mesylate has been shown to be 


effective in lowering blood pressure for the short time that control would be needed. 


Appropriate supportive treatment should be initiated according to the patient’s clinical signs and 


symptoms. 
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11 DESCRIPTION 


ZEGALOGUE contains dasiglucagon hydrochloride, which is a glucagon analog and an 


antihypoglycemic agent. Dasiglucagon is comprised of 29 amino acids. The molecular formula 


of dasiglucagon (anhydrous, free-base) is C152H222N38O50, and its molecular mass is 3382 g/mol 


(anhydrous, free-base). Dasiglucagon hydrochloride has the following chemical structure: 


 


  


ZEGALOGUE injection is a preservative free, sterile, aqueous, clear, and colorless solution for 


subcutaneous use in a single-dose prefilled syringe and an autoinjector. Each prefilled syringe 


and autoinjector contains 0.63 mg of dasiglucagon provided as dasiglucagon hydrochloride, 


which is a salt with 3 - 5 equivalents of hydrochloride, and contains the following inactive 


ingredients: 3.82 mg tromethamine, 6.44 mg sodium chloride, and water for injection. 


Hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide may have been added to adjust pH to 6.5. 


 


12 CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY 


12.1 Mechanism of Action 


Dasiglucagon is a glucagon receptor agonist, which increases blood glucose concentration by 


activating hepatic glucagon receptors, thereby stimulating glycogen breakdown and release of 


glucose from the liver. Hepatic stores of glycogen are necessary for dasiglucagon to produce an 


antihypoglycemic effect. 


 


12.2 Pharmacodynamics 


After administration of ZEGALOGUE in adult patients with type 1 diabetes, the mean glucose 


increase from baseline at 90 minutes was 168 mg/dL (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Mean plasma glucose over time in adults with type 1 diabetes administered 0.6 


mg dasiglucagon 


In pediatric patients (7 to 17 years) with type 1 diabetes, the mean glucose increase at 60 minutes 


after administration of ZEGALOGUE was 162 mg/dL (Figure 2). 


 


Figure 2 Mean plasma glucose over time in pediatric patients with type 1 diabetes 


administered 0.6 mg dasiglucagon 
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At a dose resulting in more than 5 times the concentration achieved with the recommended 


therapeutic dose, ZEGALOGUE does not prolong the QT interval to any clinically relevant 


extent. 


 


12.3 Pharmacokinetics 


Absorption 


ZEGALOGUE absorption following subcutaneous injection of 0.6 mg resulted in a mean peak 


plasma concentration of 5110 pg/mL (1510 pmol/L) at around 35 minutes.  


Distribution 


The mean apparent volume of distribution was 47 L to 57 L following subcutaneous 


administration.  


Elimination 


The half-life was approximately 30 minutes. 


Metabolism 


Metabolism data indicated that dasiglucagon is cleared like native glucagon through proteolytic 


degradation pathways in blood, liver, and kidney. 


Specific Populations 


After administration of ZEGALOGUE in pediatric patients with type 1 diabetes, the mean peak 


plasma concentration of 3920 pg/mL occurred at around 21 minutes. 


 


13 NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY 


13.1 Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility 


Carcinogenesis 


Long-term studies in animals to evaluate carcinogenicity of dasiglucagon have not been 


performed. 


Mutagenesis 


Dasiglucagon was not mutagenic or clastogenic in a standard battery of genotoxicity tests: 


bacterial mutagenicity (Ames), human lymphocyte chromosome aberration, and rat bone marrow 


micronucleus.  


Impairment of Fertility 


In a fertility and early embryofetal development study in rats, dasiglucagon administered by 


subcutaneous injection (0.5, 2, and 8 mg/kg/day) did not impair fertility in male and female rats 


at exposures 179 and 269 times the human dose of 0.6 mg (based on AUC), respectively.  
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14 CLINICAL STUDIES 


Three randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter trials were conducted in 


patients with type 1 diabetes. Two trials (Trial A and Trial B) were conducted in adult patients, 


and one trial (Trial C) was conducted in pediatric patients aged 6 to 17 years. In all 3 trials, 


patients were randomized to ZEGALOGUE 0.6 mg, placebo, or (in Trials A and C) glucagon for 


injection 1.0 mg. ZEGALOGUE and the comparators were administered as single subcutaneous 


injections following a controlled induction of hypoglycemia using intravenous administration of 


insulin. During this procedure, a plasma glucose concentration of <60 mg/dL was targeted in 


Trials A and B, whereas the target was <80 mg/dL in Trial C. 


The primary efficacy endpoint for all 3 trials was time to plasma glucose recovery (treatment 


success), defined as an increase in blood glucose of ≥20 mg/dL from time of administration, 


without additional intervention within 45 minutes. In Trials A and B, plasma glucose values were 


collected and assessed at pre-dose, and at 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50, 60, 75, 90 


minutes after treatment. Trial C assessed plasma glucose at the same timepoints as did Trials A 


and B, with the exception of the 25, 40, 50, 75 and 90-minute post-treatment timepoints. The 


primary hypothesis test was superiority of ZEGALOGUE versus placebo. There was no formal 


hypothesis test of ZEGALOGUE versus glucagon for injection. 


 


14.1 Adult Patients 


Trial A, NCT03378635: A total of 170 patients were randomized 2:1:1 to ZEGALOGUE, 


placebo, and glucagon for injection, stratified by injection sites (abdominal region, buttocks, 


thigh). The mean age of the patients was 39.1 years (96% were < 65 years), and the mean 


duration of diabetes was 20.0 years; 63% were male; 92% were White. The mean baseline 


plasma glucose was 58.8 mg/dL. The median time to plasma glucose recovery was statistically 


significantly shorter for ZEGALOGUE (10 minutes) versus placebo (40 minutes) (Table 4). 


Figure 3 shows the cumulative proportions of patients achieving plasma glucose recovery over 


time. The median time to plasma glucose recovery was numerically similar between 


ZEGALOGUE (10 minutes) and glucagon for injection (12 minutes). 


Trial B, NCT03688711: A total of 45 patients were randomized 3:1 to ZEGALOGUE and 


placebo stratified by injection sites (buttocks, deltoid). The mean age of the patients was 41.0 


years (95% were < 65 years), and the mean duration of diabetes was 22.5 years; 57% were male; 


93% were White. The mean baseline plasma glucose was 55.0 mg/dL. The median time to 


plasma glucose recovery was statistically significantly shorter for ZEGALOGUE (10 minutes) 


versus placebo (35 minutes) (Table 4).  
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Table 4 Plasma Glucose Recovery in Adult Patients 


 Trial A Trial B 


ZEGALOGUE 


N=82 


Placebo 


N=43 
 


ZEGALOGUE 


N=34 


Placebo 


N=10 


Median 


time to 


recovery 


[95% CIa] 


 


10 min 


[10; 10]b 


 


40 min 


[30; 40] 


 


 


10 min 


[8; 12]b 


 


35 min 


[20; -) 


N is the number of patients who were randomized and treated.  
alog-log confidence interval 


bp  0.001 versus placebo (log-rank test stratified by injection sites)  


 


Figure 3 Time to plasma glucose recovery in Trial A 


 


14.2 Pediatric Patients 


Trial C, NCT03667053: Pediatric patients aged 6 to 17 years and weighing ≥20 kg, were 


randomized 2:1:1 to ZEGALOGUE, placebo, and glucagon for injection, stratified by injection 


sites (abdominal region, thigh) and age groups (6-11 years and 12-17 years). A total of 42 


patients were randomized. The mean age was 12.5 years (range 7 to 17 years), and the mean 


duration of diabetes was 5.9 years; 56% were male; 95% were White. The mean baseline plasma 


glucose was 72.0 mg/dL. The median time to plasma glucose recovery was statistically 


significantly shorter for ZEGALOGUE (10 minutes) versus placebo (30 minutes) (Table 5). 
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Figure 4 shows the cumulative proportions of pediatric patients achieving plasma glucose 


recovery over time. The median time to plasma glucose recovery was numerically similar 


between ZEGALOGUE (10 minutes) and glucagon for injection (10 minutes). 


Table 5 Plasma Glucose Recovery in Pediatric Patients 


 Trial C 


ZEGALOGUE 


N=20 


Placebo 


N=11 
 


Median time to recovery [95% CIa] 10 min [8; 12]b 30 min [20; -) 


N is the number of patients who were randomized and treated.  
alog-log confidence interval 
bp < 0.001 versus placebo (log-rank test stratified by injection site and age group) 


 


Figure 4 Time to plasma glucose recovery in Trial C 


 


16 HOW SUPPLIED/STORAGE AND HANDLING 


16.1 How Supplied 


ZEGALOGUE injection is a clear, colorless solution supplied as follows: 


Presentation Strength Package Size NDC 


Single-dose autoinjector 0.6 mg/0.6 mL 1 80644-0012-1 
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Presentation Strength Package Size NDC 


Single-dose autoinjector 0.6 mg/0.6 mL 2 80644-0012-2 


Single-dose prefilled syringe 0.6 mg/0.6 mL 1 80644-0013-1 


Single-dose prefilled syringe 0.6 mg/0.6 mL 2 80644-0013-2 


 


16.2 Recommended Storage 


Store ZEGALOGUE in a refrigerator, 2°C to 8°C (36°F to 46°F). Keep away from the cooling 


element. Do not freeze.  


ZEGALOGUE can be kept at room temperature between 20°C to 25°C (68°F to 77°F) for up to 


12 months. Record the date when the product was removed from the refrigerator in the space 


provided on the protective case. Do not return the product to the refrigerator after storing at room 


temperature. Store in the provided protective case and protect from light. 


Discard ZEGALOGUE after the end of the 12-month period at room temperature storage, or 


after the expiration date stated on the product, whichever occurs first. 


The inside of the gray cap on ZEGALOGUE autoinjector contains dry natural rubber (a 


derivative of latex). 


The inside of the gray needle cover on ZEGALOGUE prefilled syringe contains dry natural 


rubber (a derivative of latex). 


 


17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION 


Advise the patient and family members or caregivers to read the FDA-approved patient labeling 


(Patient Information and Instructions For Use). 


Recognition of Severe Hypoglycemia 


Inform patient and family members or caregivers on how to recognize the signs and symptoms of 


severe hypoglycemia and the risks of prolonged hypoglycemia. 


Administration 


Review the Patient Information and Instructions For Use with the patient and family members or 


caregivers. 


Serious Hypersensitivity 


Inform patients that allergic reactions can occur with glucagon products like ZEGALOGUE. 


Advise patients to seek immediate medical attention if they experience any symptoms of serious 


hypersensitivity reactions [see Warnings and Precautions (5.3)]. 
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Manufactured by:  


Zealand Pharma A/S, 2860  


Søborg, Denmark  
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6.3 PATIENT INFORMATION 


Patient Information 


ZEGALOGUE (ze’ gah log) 


(dasiglucagon) injection, for subcutaneous use  


What is ZEGALOGUE? 


ZEGALOGUE is a prescription medicine used to treat very low blood sugar (severe hypoglycemia) in 
people with diabetes aged 6 years and older. 


It is not known if ZEGALOGUE is safe and effective in children under 6 years of age. 


Do not use ZEGALOGUE if you: 


• have a tumor called pheochromocytoma in the gland on top of your kidneys (adrenal gland). 


• have a tumor called insulinoma in your pancreas. 


Before using ZEGALOGUE, tell your healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions, 
including if you: 


• have a tumor in your pancreas. 


• are allergic to dasiglucagon or any other ingredients in ZEGALOGUE. See the end of this Patient 
Information for a complete list of ingredients in ZEGALOGUE. 


• have not had food or water for a long time (prolonged fasting or starvation). 


• have adrenal insufficiency. 


• have low blood sugar that does not go away (chronic hypoglycemia). 


• are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. 


• are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. It is not known if ZEGALOGUE passes into your breast milk. 
You and your healthcare provider should decide if you can use ZEGALOGUE while breastfeeding.  


Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-
counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.  


How should I use ZEGALOGUE? 


• Read the detailed Instructions For Use that come with ZEGALOGUE. 


• Use ZEGALOGUE exactly how your healthcare provider tells you to use it. 


• Make sure your caregiver knows where you keep your ZEGALOGUE and how to use ZEGALOGUE 
the right way before you need it. 


• Your caregiver must act quickly. Having very low blood sugar for a period of time may be harmful. 


• Your healthcare provider will tell you how and when to use ZEGALOGUE. 


• After giving ZEGALOGUE, your caregiver should call for emergency medical help right away. 


• Once you are able to safely consume food or drink, your caregiver should give you a fast-acting 
source of sugar (such as fruit juice) and a long-acting source of sugar (such as crackers with cheese 
or peanut butter).  


• If you do not respond to treatment after 15 minutes, your caregiver may give you another dose, if 
available. 


• Tell your healthcare provider each time you use ZEGALOGUE. Your healthcare provider may need 
to change the dose of your other diabetes medicines. 


What are the possible side effects of ZEGALOGUE? 


ZEGALOGUE may cause serious side effects, including: 


• high blood pressure. ZEGALOGUE can cause high blood pressure in certain people with tumors in 
their adrenal glands.  


• low blood sugar. ZEGALOGUE can cause certain people with tumors in their pancreas called 
insulinomas to have low blood sugar. 
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• serious allergic reaction. Call your healthcare provider or get medical help right away if you have 
a serious allergic reaction including: rash, difficulty breathing, or low blood pressure (hypotension). 


 
The most common side effects of ZEGALOGUE include: 


Adults Children 
nausea nausea 
vomiting vomiting 
headache headache 
diarrhea injection site pain 
injection site pain  


 
These are not all of the possible side effects of ZEGALOGUE. Call your doctor for medical advice about 
side effects. You may report side effects to FDA at 1-800-FDA-1088. 


How should I store ZEGALOGUE?  


• Store ZEGALOGUE in a refrigerator between 36°F to 46°F (2°C to 8°C).  


• Do not freeze ZEGALOGUE. 


• ZEGALOGUE can also be stored at room temperature between 68°F to 77°F (20°C to 25°C) for up to 
12 months. See example in the Instructions For Use for how to keep track of this 12-month period. 


• Do not return ZEGALOGUE to the refrigerator after storing at room temperature. 


• Throw away ZEGALOGUE if it has been stored at room temperature for more than 12 months. 


• Replace ZEGALOGUE before the expiration date printed on the red protective case. 


• Store ZEGALOGUE in the red protective case it comes in. 


Keep ZEGALOGUE and all medicines out of the reach of children. 


General information about the safe use of ZEGALOGUE. 


Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a Patient Information leaflet. 
Do not use ZEGALOGUE for a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give ZEGALOGUE to 
other people, even if they have the same symptoms that you have. It may harm them. You can ask your 
pharmacist or healthcare provider for information about ZEGALOGUE that is written for healthcare 
professionals. 


What are the ingredients in ZEGALOGUE? 


Active ingredient: dasiglucagon, provided as dasiglucagon hydrochloride 


Inactive ingredients: tromethamine, sodium chloride and water for injection. Hydrochloric acid and/or 
sodium hydroxide may be added to adjust pH 


 


Marketed by: Zealand Pharma A/S, 2860 Søborg, Denmark 


For more information go to www.zegalogue.com or call 1-877-501-9342. 


This Patient Information has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.                                           Issued:03/2021 


6.4 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 


Not available  
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6.5 ADDITIONAL FIGURES 


Figure 6-2. Pharmacodynamic profiles. Mean plasma glucose concentration profiles and SEM after 


single subcutaneous doses of Zegalogue®(dasiglucagon) and GlucaGen® 79 
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Standard Response Letter for State Formulary Review


ZEGALOGUE® (dasiglucagon) injection


PURPOSE


This Standard Response Letter has been prepared for you by Zealand Pharma US, Inc. It may include


health care economic information, as defined under 21 USC 502(a) and FDA’s final guidance on Drug


and Device Manufacturer Communications with Payors, Formulary Committees, and Similar Entities


(June 2018). The information is in no way intended to imply or suggest any claims regarding


ZEGALOGUE® beyond its approved indication. Zealand Pharma is not responsible for the decisions


you make based on the information presented.


INTRODUCTION


ZEGALOGUE® (dasiglucagon) injection is a glucagon analog in aqueous formulation for subcutaneous 


dosing.1  It is available in a ready-to-use formulation, not requiring reconstitution, – the single-dose 


autoinjector or a single-dose prefilled syringe – for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in patients 


with diabetes aged 6 years and older.1


The efficacy and safety of dasiglucagon were evaluated in three pivotal phase 3, randomized, double-


blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter trials in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM).1 Two trials


were conducted in adult patients (n=215) and one trial was conducted in pediatric patients aged 6 to 17


years (n=42).2-4 The primary efficacy endpoint for all 3 trials was time to plasma glucose recovery (PG


recovery) (treatment success) defined as an increase in blood glucose of ≥ 20 mg/dL from time of


administration, without additional intervention.2-4


EFFICACY 


• Following controlled insulin-induced hypoglycemia, the median time to plasma glucose recovery was


significantly faster with dasiglucagon treatment (10 minutes across all 3 trials) than with placebo


treatment (range, 30-40 minutes; p< 0.001 dasiglucagon vs placebo for all comparisons).1
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• In each trial, plasma glucose recovery at 10-, 15-, 20-, and 30-minutes posttreatment was achieved


in a significantly greater proportion of patients in the dasiglucagon vs placebo groups.2-4 Within the


first 15 minutes post-dose, 99% of adults and 95% of pediatrics were recovered, respectively.1


SAFETY RESULTS


• The most common adverse reactions (≥2%) associated with dasiglucagon in adults were nausea,


vomiting, headache, diarrhea and injection site pain; in pediatrics: nausea, vomiting, headache and


injection site pain.1-4


SUMMARY


• Across all 3 clinical trials (2 adult trials and the pediatric trial), a single subcutaneous dose of


dasiglucagon 0.6 mg/0.6 mL resulted in plasma glucose recovery within a median of 10 minutes in


patients with T1DM and insulin-induced hypoglycemia.1


• Dasiglucagon can be stored in a refrigerator for up to 36 months until the printed expiration date on


the label. The product can also be stored at room temperature for up to 12 months or until the


original expiration date, whichever comes first. Do not return dasiglucagon to the refrigerator after


storing at room temperature.1,5


• Important safety information is provided on the following page.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION


INDICATION


ZEGALOGUE (dasiglucagon) injection is indicated for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in 


pediatric and adult patients with diabetes aged 6 years and above.


IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION


Contraindications


ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with pheochromocytoma because of the risk of 


substantial increase in blood pressure and in patients with insulinoma because of the risk of 


hypoglycemia.


Warnings and Precautions


ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with pheochromocytoma because glucagon products may 


stimulate the release of catecholamines from the tumor. If the patient develops a substantial increase in 


blood pressure and a previously undiagnosed pheochromocytoma is suspected, 5 to 10 mg of 


phentolamine mesylate, administered intravenously, has been shown to be effective in lowering blood 


pressure.


In patients with insulinoma, administration of glucagon products may produce an initial increase in blood 


glucose; however, ZEGALOGUE administration may directly or indirectly (through an initial rise in blood 


glucose) stimulate exaggerated insulin release from an insulinoma and cause hypoglycemia. 


ZEGALOGUE is contraindicated in patients with insulinoma. If a patient develops symptoms of 


hypoglycemia after a dose of ZEGALOGUE, give glucose orally or intravenously.


Allergic reactions have been reported with glucagon products; these include generalized rash, and 


in some cases anaphylactic shock with breathing difficulties and hypotension. Advise patients to 


seek immediate medical attention if they experience any symptoms of serious hypersensitivity 


reactions.


ZEGALOGUE is effective in treating hypoglycemia only if sufficient hepatic glycogen is present. Patients 


in states of starvation, with adrenal insufficiency or chronic hypoglycemia may not have adequate levels 


of hepatic glycogen for ZEGALOGUE administration to be effective. Patients with these conditions should 


be treated with glucose.


Adverse Reactions


The most common adverse reactions (≥2%) associated with ZEGALOGUE in adults were nausea, 


vomiting, headache, diarrhea and injection site pain; in pediatrics: nausea, vomiting, headache and 


injection site pain.


Drug Interactions


Patients taking beta-blockers may have a transient increase in pulse and blood pressure when given 


ZEGALOGUE. In patients taking indomethacin, ZEGALOGUE may lose its ability to raise blood 


glucose or may produce hypoglycemia. ZEGALOGUE may increase the anticoagulant effect of 


warfarin.


Please see accompanying Full Prescribing Information
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